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CHAPTER I
THB PBOBLai
Statement of the problem.— It is the purpose of
this study (1) to compile as eomplete a list as possible
of French gradated reading texts available in the United
States, analyzing the gradation of each according to the
data furnished by publishers; and (2) to present a com-
prehensive inventory of auditory and visual materials
available to secondary-school French teachers, together
with data basic to their intelligent selection and acquisi-
tion.
Importance of the study *— Investigations concluded
1/
by the Modern Foreign Language Study in 1928 indicated a
strong need for re-direction of emphasis in the teaching
of modem foreign languages in the secondary school* It
i?as evident from the findings of the study that high school
students were not attaining satisfactoxy growth in the mod-
em languages, this being due to two main reasons: (1) over
half of them did not continue beyond one year of study while
over eighty per cent stopped after two years; and (2) pro-
vision was not being made to insure the students a chance
l/ Algemon Coleman, The Teaching of Modem Foreign Lan-
guages in the United SlEates . (Hew York: The Macmlllan
Company, 1929) , 299 pp.
-1-

to secure worth-while language growth within this abhrevi-
ated period. Thus, one of the principal recommendations
issuing from that study called for institution of a read-
ing objective for modem foreign language courses at the
secondary-school level, and for the use of gradated read-
ing materials to make the realization of such an objective
possible.
If, therefore, the use of gradated reading texts is
necessary to successfal modem language teaching* it is
obvious that these texts must be available in plenitude.
This is not the case, however; much to the contrary, they
are in extremely short supply, and those that do exist are
more often than not, unknown to the teacher. Billett, in
speaking of gradated reading materials for modem foreign
languages in general, states at once the case for French
when he says: "Opportunities for extensive reading of large
quantities of gradated materials in the modem foreign lan-
guages are also practically non-existent." The value seems
evident, therefore, of bringing together into a complete
list, as this paper proposes to do, all available texts
that purport to be gradated, ancLlyzing the publisher's
statement concerning the gradation of each and providing
adequate information for their discriminating appraisal.
2/ Roy 0. Billett, BHmdamentals of Secondary-School Teaching .
TBoston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940), p. 343.

In addition to tlie use of gradated reading materials
in the French classroom, auditory and visual teaching aids
hold much promise for overcoming the obstacles imposed by
one- and two-year terminal courses • Since such aids serve
to make learning experiences concrete and purposeful, their
peculiar usefulness in reducing the abstract symbolism of
language learning for French beginners can be plainly seen.
Bandschln makes these statements clear in explaining that
the use of audio-visual materials serves at least two dis-
tinct important purposes in the modem language classroom:
(1) the learning of foreign words is expedited; and (2) it
aids the development of an understanding of the foreign
civilization.
Secondary-school French teachers must know what audio-
visual materials are available in order to profit maximally
by the use of them. For this reason, it has been attempted
in this paper to catalogue as many of them as possible,
hoping that by doing so teachers can offer richer and more
lasting experiences to their students of French.
Method of Solving the Problem
Location and analysis of gradated French texts *— In
preparing this summary, two inter-related location methods
3/ Charles H. Bandschln, Modetn-Langoage Teaching. (Yonkers-
on-Hudson, Hew York: World Book Company, 1940), p. 265.

4were employed. These eonelsted of (1) searching the lit-
erature for mention of speoific gradated French readers;
and (2) requesting publishers to famish information con-
cerning all gradated readers published by their firms. The
latter method proyed eminently more successful than the
first.
Before reqpiesting infonnation from publishers, it was
necessary to determine which of the many publishers in the
United States should be contacted. This determination was
made by compiling a list of the publishers of as many sec-
ondary-school language tert-books as possible, deriving
therefrom the names of those fizms which might conceivably
publish gradated French readers. A circular letter was
then addressed to each of these firms, requesting detailed
information concerning any and all gradated materials pub-
lished by them. Thirty-five concerns were queried and,
although replies were received from all of them, only five
were found to publish any such materials. These five pub-
lishing films were:
D.C. Heath and Company Boston
Earcourt, Brace and Company ITew York
Houghton-Mifflin Company Boston
The Macmillan Company Boston
The Dryden Press New York
The infoimation received from these five companies
concerning their readers was found to be largely inadequate.

making It neeessary that the IndlYldual books he secured
for analysis. This was done in the case of local oonoems
by visiting the pahllshlng houses, and in securing copies
by mail from the flims located ontside of Boston.
When references to gradated texts were discovered in
the literatare, an effort was made to locate the books in
libraries situated in the Boston area. Books discovered in
this manner, however, were only analyzed after receipt of
assurance from the publisher that they were still In print.
The Barvaird School of Education Library was found to carry
a greater number of these texts than any other library in
this area.
Two qualifications were imposed for inclusion of books
in this study; these were: (1) they must be considered to
be gradated by the editor and publisher; and (2) they must
be Intended for reading at the secondary-school level.
Qualifications more stringent than these could scarcely have
been required, for nowhere in the literature was it possible
to Isolate minimtuD requirements for gradated French materi-
als.
Books from all companies except the D.C. Heath Company
and the Maomlllan Company were eliminated from the study on
the basis of one or the other of these requirements. More
specifically, it was found that in two cases the publishers
had mis-interpreted the meaning of gradated texts and in the

6third, the readers were written for juveniles, not secondary-
school students*
It is well to mention at this point that approximately
half of the readers published by the B«C* Heath Company, and
considered in this study, were not specified as gradated
texts by them in answering the circular letter mentioned
above; they were discovered through research in libraries.
fheir explanation was that due to the popularity of the
i/
Bond series of readers, only those are mentioned in replying
to letters concerning gradated readers*
Compiling and classifying auditory and visual aids*
—
The method used in the inventorying of auditoly and visual
aids in the field of secondaiy-school French was largely one
of examining pertinent reference books and catalogues. Se-
curing these references constituted the real problem, and
Involved the following procedures: (1) consulting such pub-
llcatlons as the "Educational Film Guide" ; (S) obtaining
available listings of audio-visual aids from libraries in
the Boston area; (3) requesting catalogues from commercial
distributors, and manufacturers of teaching aids; (4) writing
to and/or visiting non-commercial distributors of audio-
visual aids; such distributors visited in the Boston area
4/ of* post, p« 13
5/ Educational Film Guide (Hew York: H*W* Wilson Company,
1948)*
{
were the Freneh Center, the HassaohaeettB State Department
of Education, the audlo-vlsiLal aide department of the Boston
Puhlle Llbiary, and the Boston University Audio-Visual Aids
Department; (5) talking with teaehers of French and diree-
tors of audio-visual programs in secondary schools in and
around Boston; and (6) consulting professional magazines.
In almost 100 per cent of oases, the infoimation re-
ceived from distributors of teaching aids was incomplete,
necessitating additional requests for details. Also, in
some cases, it was never possible to get complete infoima-
tion concerning the materials distributed by the firms.
Definitions of Tems Used
Gradated reading materials*— In this study gradated
materials are interpreted to mean those reading materials
that increase gradually in difficulty in accordance with a
pre-determined plan, and of which the difficulty is known
at all times. They are scientifically and psychologieally
constructed to correlate with the age level, mental ability
U
and interests of pupils. Brink gives an idea of their
construction when he points out that true gradated reading
texts must be written so as to have a definitely selected
6/ French Center, 10 Arlington Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
7/ William Brink, Directing Study Activities in Secondary
Schools (Garden City, Few York: Douoleday Doran and Company,
Inc., 1937), pp. 419-444.

iDlnlBram-Tocabizlaxy load and idiom eoTxnt* CrTadatlon InyolTes
8/
referenoe to suoh a list as the Yander Beke list which
gives a scientific use-cotint of French words. Another common-
i/
ly used list Is the Cheydleur Idiom list which provides a
frequency coant of French Idioms. Moreover, the writing of
gradated readers entails extreme care hy the writer In assur-
ing that the dlfflctaty of the material Increases gradually,
and that new elements appear a sufficient numher of times to
secure optimal retention by the pupil. Crrammatlcal prin-
ciples as well as vocabulary must he Introduced gradually.
Cognates are used extensively, since their similarity to
English both In spelling and In meaning assures ready com-
prehension by the pupil.
Auditory and visual aids *— As used In this paper,
auditory and visual aids are Intended to mean materials
designed to Improve the teaching of French through substitu-
tion, where possible, of concrete experiences for abstract
ones. They are sensory materials that In the presence of
clear goals and competent method can go far toward motivating
classes to effective learning. Films, recordings, and radio
programs are examples of auditory aids, while exhibits,
charts and maps Illustrate visual aids.
e/ seOrge E. vander Beke, French Word Book. fUew York: The
Haomlllan Company, 1930), 188 pp.
9/ F.D. Cheydleur, French Idiom List. (Hew York: The Mao-
mlllan Company, 19S9) , 154 pp.

CHAPTER II
SUmiBIZATIO? 07 AVAILABLE 6BADATSD MATERIALS
It lias been mentioned preYlously tliat gradated reading
texts in Prenoli have been, and are In short supply. One has
only to write the various language-text publishers for a
list of their gradated French readers to test the accuracy
of this statement. The number of French readers for which
gradation is claimed is depressingly small, and it is doubt-
fal if in these the science and spirit of true gradation
have been captured.
Later in this chapter will appear a list of as many
gradated French texts as the writer has been able to die-
cover on the Americcm market. The publisher's statement
with respect to the manner and degree of gradation of each
has also been analyzed €uid is presented in the form of a
brief digest.
Information pertinent to all texts analyzed .— It is
well to re-emphasize that the summaries appearing in this
chapter constitute the refinement of data furnished by the
publishers and authors, and not the actual determinations
of the writer. These data were secured either from the
introduction of each volume reviewed, or from supplementary
-9-

materials supplied by the publisher. Although time did not
peimlt of any original analysis of the technical aspects of
each book's gradation, the writer did review each book care-
folly, however, and thoroughly enough to warrant Including
In each summary a brief opinion concerning the difficulty
and proper grade placement of the text.
Gradation of all the books considered In this paper
was found to be based on the Vander Beke word list and
11
the Cheydleur Idiom list. These lists offer an economical
determination of the words most frequently used In various
types of discourse. The vocabulary load or word density of
a book can be estimated through establishment of the ratio
between known and unknown words. In determining the vocab-
ulary load, words whose meaning can be understood from the
context or that constitute trae cognates are not taken Into
consideration.
Use of the frequency list Is primarily an outgrowth of
Investigations made by the Modem Foreign Language Study In
which, among other things. It was established that two years
constitute the maximum length of the French course for most
beglzmers. Since at the end of this time the pupil has
1/ Vander Beke, French Word Book , (Uew York: The
flacmlllan Company, 1930), 188 pp.
2/ P.D. Cheydleur, French Idiom List (Uew York: The Macmlllan
Company, 19B9), 154 pp.
Zj Algernon Coleman, The Teaching of Modern Foreign Languages
'^^^ Pelted States , (gew York:Tne"l!aomlllan Company,1929)7
W9 pp.

attained lout a relatively small vocattilary. It la essential
tliat this stock consist of the words most frequently used
"by French writers. Using these scientifically constructed
frequency lists guarantees that the high school students
leam the most useful vocahulary possible under the circum-
stances.
4/
Crradation, as it was pointed out earlier, Involyes
more than merely employing high frequency words In reading
materials. Briefly summarizing, the other factors Insepara-
ble from true gradation are: (1) choosing Interesting story
material; (2) assuring that the difficulty of material Is
pitched at the level of the pupil's reading growth; (3) regu-
lating the speed with which difficulty Increases, both as
regards vocabulary and elements of grammar; (4) determining
a propitious sequence for Introduction of grammatical ele-
ments and principles; and (5) making certain that vocabulary
Items are repeated adequately.
It Is unfortunate that Identical Information concerning
the gradation of all texts summarized In this chapter was
not available; had this been possible, the analyses could
have been reported In the form of tables. The explanations
and statistics varied In content and presentation from book
to book, however, with numerous omissions of Important In-
formation. In spite of such dissimilarities, every effort
4/ CX» ante, p«7.
I
was made to maintain as maoh consistency as possible In
presenting the data.
Ayallable Gradated Texts
Introduction *— Following are thirty-foxir purportedly
gradated texts that have heen analyzed according to the
puhllsher's report of their gradation. They represent the
som-total of such texts that the writer has heen able to
locate In print.
In all but two cases, gradated French texts were found
to be published sequentially; that Is, the words and expres-
sions of the first text serve as a working-vocabulary for
the second, and so on throughout the entire group. Accord-
ingly, In arranging the an€Q.yses, It was deemed expedient to
term each sequentially developed group of readers a series,
regardless of whether It was so designated by the publisher.
Thus, of the four series containing thirty-two of the read-
ers found, the "Coleman Series'* and the "Bovee Series** are
so-called only because their constituent texts constitute
a sequence, and not because they are so known In the trade.
The other two series found In this study, the **Bond Series"
and **Heath-Chlcago Series** are known by these names, although
strictly speaking, the first Is a part of the second.
D.C* Heath and Company publishes all of the books taken
up In this paper except those In the **Bovee Series'*, which

l8 poblished by Maomlllan*
The following analyses are arranged "both according to
the grade placement given the individual texts hy the pub-
lishers, and on the basis of the series to which they belong*
Reading Texts for the ?irst Tear of French
Bond Series
Ten books of the Bond series of readers are desigaated
by D«C* Heath and Company as suitable for beginners. These
are numbered by the publisher as Books One through Five,
regolar, and Books One through Five, alternate. The alternate
readers are supplementary or plateau readers, approximating
in difficulty the texts of the regular series.
Preceding the first analysis below is the description
of a book entitled '^Premiere Btape*, which is simply the pre-
sentation of Books One through Five, regular, in a single
volume. Under this heading is presented all data common to
the five component texts.
Premiere Etape . Otto F« Bond's "Premiere Btape",
published by D.C. Heath constitutes a series of five simpli-
fied adaptations of works by well-known French authors. The
names of these readings are: (1) "Sept-d'un-Coup"; (2)
••Aucassin et Mcolette"; (3) "Les Chandeliers de L'Bveque";
(4) "les Pauvres Gens"; and (5) "L'Attaque du Moulin." The
books are designed for pupils with no prior study of French.
18
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In all, there are 229 pages of reading material In this
voltune and twenty-eight pages of vocahxaary drill exercises.
Ihese drills, though lumped Into one exercise at the end of
the volinne, treat each of the hooks Individually, with a
Tlew toward assisting the pupil In mastering the unknown
Tocahulary of each. All new expressions and words In the
different books are annotated when they first appear In the
story, with the exception of cognates, and are given at the
"bottom of the page with their English translation. Deriva-
tives and compounds of new words that have been previously
introduced In the story are In parentheses, and non-cognates,
not a part of the basic vocabulary are appropriately noted.
Hew cognates, dependable In the Immediate context are identi-
fied by asterisks.
On a separate page following each stoiy are listed the
Idioms that appear in it. These, as well as grammatical
rules and tenses are gradated throughout the series, while
paragraph structure in the stories is substantially simpli-
fied.
The carry-over of vocabulary from one text to the next
is considerable, although the exact amount is not always
specified for each. The rate at which new words are intro-
duced varies with the different stories, but the frequency
of repetition of new words is constant at two times in the
following hundred words after introduction.

1^
This volume, comprising the first five books of the
regular ten-book series. Is priced at tl»80« Bach of the
five hooks In "Premiere Btape" lists at $0«60.
Writer's estimation of difficxaty of "Premiere Btape".
—
In analysis of statistics concerning gradation of this
series, together with a review of each text, convinces the
writer that all five texts are eminently suitable for use
by French beginners.
Individual Analysis of Gradation/
of the Five Books Comprising "Premiere Etape"
!• Sept-d'un-Coup
Description.— "Sept-d'un-Coup" is a simplified
edition of Alexandre Dumas' novel by the same name. It
consists in its simplified version of forty-seven pages,
plus one additional page containing forty-one idioms.
Analysis of gradation.— The story presupposes a
knowledge on the part of the student of ninety-seven basic
words, and these are denoted in the end-vocabulary by
asterisks. Few vocabulary Introduced in the text totals
three hundred seventy words, of which 345 are fundamental
to this and succeeding books. The remaining twenty-five
words are environmental in nature, being Introduced simply
to preserve the native peculiarity of the language, and to
clarify the context.

Since ninety-seven words are prestuned as inown prior
to beginning the reading and, too, since the total vocabiilary
amonnts to only 370 words, only two hundred seventy-three
words c€m "be considered new. Of this total it has been es-
timated that seventy per cent, or approximately 190 of the
new words will he wholly unrecogpiizahle in meaning. These
273 new words are spread through 8500 running words of text
and are introduced at an average rate of one new word to
eveiy thirty-one of text.
The story is told almost entirely in the present and
present-indicative tenses.
S» Auoassin et Moolette
Description ,— In this text O.P. Bond has retold and
edited the story of "Aucassin et Uicolette" by the French
author Alexandre Bida. This gradated version is forty-eight
pages in length, with an additional page containing the
forty idioms used in the stozy*
Analysis of gradation ,— As the second member of the
series, this text incorporates much of the vocabulary intro-
duced in "Sept-d'un-Coup**. A seventy-seven per cent overlap
(286 words), including the ninety-seven basic word-stock are
brought over from the first story.

17
The vocabxaaiy of this story shows a farther enlarge-
ment of 214 new words, which hrings the total to five hundred
exclusive of irregular verb forms. It is concluded that
only sixty-three per cent, or 135 of these new words, are
unrecognizable in meaning, which indicates that seventy-nine
of the 214 are cogaates, dependable in the immediate context.
This text shows an average density of one new word per
forty-three words of running text, which is almost as great
as that of "Sept-d'un-Coup".
Whereas all tenses up to this point in the series have
been in the indicative mood, an introduction to the subjunc-
tive is made in this selection. The narrative is told almost
entirely in the present tense, indicative and subjunctive
moods, although there is occasional use of the future tense.
Cumulative vocabulary and idioms *— The pupil will
have learned 584 words and eighty-sight idioms upon comple-
tion of "Aucassin et Uicolette".
3. Les Chandeliers de L'Eveque
Description o— In "les Chandeliers de L'Bv^que",
Bond has retold certain episodes from Yictor Hugo's "Les
Mis erabies". This story, which represents Book Three in
the series, comprises forty-eight pages of reading material
plus one additional page containing forty-three idioms.

inalysls of graaatlon*— The degree of vocabulary
overlapping "between this and preceding books in the series
is approximately seventy-seven per cent.
Two hundred and fifty-eight new words are presented in
this story, ninety-two per cent (approximately 238 words)
of which are basic vooabulaiy. The remaining eight per cent
of words and expressions are environmental in nature. Of
these 258 words, eighty-nine are dependable cognates and
fifty-five are derivatives of known words. This reduces the
vocabulary learning-burden to 114 new words, which is a
considerably smaller number than found in either of the
preceding two members of the series. A few false-cognates
are introduced in this story, but they are fully annotated.
Sew words are introduced into the text at the rate of
one new word to every ninety-three familiar words of running
text.
The past tense is met for the first time here, being
presented in the past-definite and imperfect tenses.
Cumulative vocabulary and idioms *— Upon completing
Book Three, the pupil will have met 849 new words and 130
new idioms since beginning the series.
4« Les Pauvres Gens
Description *— "les Pauvres Gens** includes the follow-
ing four stories: (1) "Mon Oncle Jules** by Guy de Maupassant;
18

(8) **Ie Qaatrieme Pauvre" by Rene Bazin; (3) "Le Secret de
Maltre Comllle" by Alphonse Daudet; and (4) *Ie Vlolonexiz
by Henri Bordeaux. The four tales represent Book Pour of
the series, and total forty-two pages of reading material,
with an additionsuL page containing thirty-four idioms*
Analysis of gradation .— Ho concise statement of
the amount of eumulatiye vocabulary carry-over from pre-
ceding books to Book Pour is given other than the state-
ment that such is considerable.
In these four stories, 257 new words are presented,
of which seventy-nine are dependable cognates and sixty-
five are derivatives of words already known. This leaves
a vocabulary learning-burden of 113 words that are non-
inferable from the text. Approximately ninety-five per
cent of the 257 new words are basic as concerns use in
this series. A few false-cognates are found in the four
stories, but they are noted sufficiently to prevent faulty
inference by the pupil.
The new word density in these stories amounts to one
new word per seventy-six words of running text. Very few
new irregular verb forms appear in "Les Pauvres Gens", but
it is important to note that several of the commonest ones
that have been met in preceding books of the series have
been dropped from the end-vocabulary.

The narrative continues in past time, with empliasls
on the past-definite and imperfect tenses. Such an emphasis
is indicative of the great shift in these four stories from
narrative to description to dicLLogae, and of the more com-
plex literary style employed,
Cmmilative vocabulary and idioms >— The pupil, upon
completing Book Pour, will have Increased his word-stock
to 1106 and his idiom vocabulary to 164.
6» L^Attague du Moulin
Description *— "L'Attaque du Moulin** is a much simpli-
fled version of Emile Zola's significant work of the same
name* This narrative, which represents Book Five of the
series, is forty-six pages in length.
Analysis of gradation *— Two hundred nineteen new
words are met in this story, of which eighty per cent, or
175 words, are of basic use. The remaining forty-four words
are environmental in nature, necessary for successfully
telling the story. Taking into consideration that eighty-
five of the 219 new words are cognates, dependable in the
immediate text, and forty-seven are derivatives of known
words, it is seen that the learning-vocabulary for this
story consists of only eighty-seven words. Known elements.

comprise seventy-eight per cent of this narrative.
ITew words are introduoed into the text at a rate of
one non-inferable word for every fifty words of running
text. Past tenses are mainly employed in this story;
namely, the past definite, the past snh junctive, and the
past fatnre. Some special uses of the irregalar verb^devoir"
are exemplified, and are noted for the pupil's attention.
The same shifts from narration to description to dia-
logue that occurred in "les Pauvres (Jens" are present in
Boot Five.
Cumulative vocabulary and idioms.— Upon completion
of this story, the last of this volume, the reader is sup-
posed to have added 1318 French words to his vocabulary.
A detailed analysis reveals that this grand total is com-
posed of the following elements: (1) the initial-stock of
ninety-seven words; (2) three hundred thirty-six dependable
cognates; (3) two hundred forty-five derivatives of Imown
words; and (4) six hundred forty non-inferable words. If
the initial-stock is subtracted from the total, the remain-
ing 1221 words represent total word learnings from this
volume. In addition, if the pupil has profited maximally
from the reading, he will now have a store of 201 idioms.
Premiere Etape (Alternate ).— This volume, edited by
Bond and others, and published by D.C. Heath, comprises five
21

simplified adaptation of words by French authors. Sequen-
tially gradated in difficulty from Book One througli Book
five, the readings in this series approximate in every re-
spect the books of the regular series of "Premiere Etape."
Similarly, they are intended for pupils in the first year
of French. The books in this alternate series are: (1)
'•Dantes"; (2) "La Barbe ou Les Cheveux"; (3) "Cosette et
Marius"; (4) "La Tullpe Uolre"; and (5) "L'Eomme Qa± Dormit
Cent Ans". This alternate series is primarily designed for
providing French beginners with varying reading materials
in alternate years or in different sections of the same
class. The book lists for $1*80.
Two hundred forty-three pages of reading materials are
afforded by the five readings, as compared with 229 pages
in the regular series. The drill exercises accompanying
all selections constitute an innovation in the "Bond Series",
due to their clear presentation of vocabulary elements ap-
pearing in each reading. Here, the function of these ex-
ercises seems to include teacher-use as well as pupil-drill,
which was obviously their purpose in the regular series.
More specifically, in four or five pages Immediately follow-
ing each reading are presented the initial word-stock, the
idiomatic expressions, and other vital elements of the story.
As in the regular series, however, no listings of the
grammatical elements appearing in the readings are given.

other notable differences "between this and the regular
series of "Premiere Etape" are: (1) Idioms In this volxime
are not listed on a separate page following the selection
In which they occur; Instead, they are listed In the drill
exercise, according to order of occurrence and page numher,
and are arranged after the key-word of the expression; (2)
the Initial word-stock of ninety-seven words (Identical with
that of the regular series) Is not starred In the end-vocah-
ulary, hut Is Included In the section devoted to exercises.
This Is an advantage, for the pupil may review these neces-
sary words without having to thumb through the general vocab-
ulaiy.
With the exception of the above, explanations In this
volume with respect to annotation of new vocabulary and
gradation of grammatical elements are Identical with those
of the regular series and are not repeated here.
The amount of repetition of new terms Is not constant
for all five selections and must necessarily be explained
In the Individual analyses.
Writer's estimation of the difficxaty of "Premiere
Etape" (Alternate
)
.
— In the opinion of the writer, there
is no question but that this alternate series is equally as
suitable for beginning students in French as the regular
series*

Individual Analysis of Gradation
of the Five Books Comprising "Premiere Etape** (Alternate)
6. Dantes
Description .— This selection, taken from Alexandre
Dtunas' "Comte de Monte-Cristo", has "been retold hy Bond in
forty-six pages of simplified narrative. Accompanying the
story are five pages of drill exercises. The hook consti-
tntes Book One of the alternate series*
Analysis of gradation .— The student hefore commencing
this stoiy mcLBt have learned an initial-stock of ninety-
seven French words. As previously mentioned, the words of
this essential vocabulary are identical with those of the
regular series.
The total vocabulary of this story amounts to 651 new
words, of which 317 are recognizable cognates. Thus, the
vocabulary learning-burden amounts to only 334 words, in-
cluding the initial vocabulary of ninety-seven words. Re-
duced by ninety-seven, the real learning load emerges as
237 new words, which constitute less than fifty per cent
of the total vocabulary. Two hundred sixteen of these are
basic words. Uew words are introduced into the text at
the rate of one new word for every twenty-nine of text.

Fifty-two irregtilar verb foims from twenty-four connnon
Irregular verbs appear in this story, while tenses are limit-
ed to the present and an occasional present-perfect. Forty-
five idioms aire introduced, and appear in the exercises at
the end of the hook.
Of repetition, the only mention is that it is un-
stinted throughout the story.
7« La Barhe ou les Oheveux
Description *— This selection is an adaptation of
the one-act comedy of "La Barbe ou Les Cheveux" by Joseph
Maury, as adapted and edited by J* Douglas Hiaygood and Otto
F* Bond. As Book IPwo of the alternate series, it comprises
thirty-nine pages of sprightly reading material plus five
pages of drill exercises*
Analysis of gradation .— One hundred sixty-five new
non-cognate words are presented in this comedy, of which
eighty-six per cent, or 142 words, are basic to this and
succeeding members of the series. The exact number of
cognates is not given, although a statement is made that
cognates exceed non-cognates by far. Seventy-two idioms
are introduced in the play. This comparatively large nmnber
of idioms is Justified by the conversational nature of the
text.

A thirty-one per cent overlap of the vocabulaiy in
Book One, plus the repetition at least once of all new non-
eognate terms except seventeen makes for easy reading; more-
over, many of the new terms are repeated more than three
times*
Thirty-two irregular verh forms appear in this selec-
tion.
Ormnilative vocahulary and idioms »— At the end of
Book Two in the alternate series, pupils will have met 402
new non-cognate terns, and 117 idioms. Since the exact
ntunber of cogaates is not given for the hook, it can only
be stated that at least 482 cognates have been encoxmtered
thas far.
B. Cosette et Marins
Description *— Paul !• Grigaut and John A. Floyd
retell here in Book Three an episode from "Les Miserables"
by Victor Hugo. It consists of thirty-nine pages of reading,
supplemented by six pages of drill exercises.
Analysis of gradation.— It was impossible to determ-
ine the exact number of new words appearing in this story;
however, the fact that 197 new non-cognate words cmd 185
dependable cognates are presented, indicates that the total

Is yery similar to other members of the series. Mnety
per cent of the non-cognates are basic, leaving approximately
twenty words as environmental. Furthermore, there Is an
overlap of one-half of the non-cognate stock of the preced-
ing two books.
Fewer Idioms are found In this reading than In Book
5?wo; fifty-four are presented as compared with seventy-two
In Book Two.
In this book, the action shifts from the present to
the past, emphasis being placed on the past-definite and
Imperfect tenses. This partially accounts for an Increase
of Irregular verb forms from thirty-two to fifty-four.
Cunulatlve vocabulary and Idioms .— Upon completing
this selection, pupils will have encountered 599 new non-
cognate teims, 171 Idioms, and at least 667 dependable cog-
nates.
9. La Tullpe goIre
Description .— Book Four of the Bond alternate series
constitutes an adaptation of Alexandre Dumas* "La Tullpe
Folre". Abridged and edited by Livingston De Lancey and
Otto F. Bond, this shortest of Dumas* novels Is condensed
into fifty-five pages of simplified reading material. It
Is accompanied by three pages of drill exercises.

Analysis of gradation *— Five htmdred seventy different
words are encotmtered in this story, of which fifty-four per
cent (310 words) are dependable cognates. The reduced
leaming-hurden of 260 words is eighty-three per cent haslo
to farther reading in the series.
])ue to the requirements of condensing a complete novel,
many of the new words are not repeated a second time; this
naturally adds to the difficulty of the reading. These words
are listed in the exercises, however, with proper explana-
tion*
It is notable, that only seventeen new irregular verb
forms occur in the story whereas all tenses, present
,
past,
and future are employed. The tenses that have been Intro-
duced progressively in previous books of the series are
thus summarized. It is Important, also, to note that the
proportion of nouns and verbs increases sharply in this
book, many derived or compounded forms being introduced*
Words with two or more meanings as "maitre" add to the com-
plexity of the reading, while the dropping of many common
structural words of the initial-stock points toward virtually
uncontrolled reading.
Cumulative vocabulary and idioms*— The reader will
have used 859 new non-cognates, 204 idioms, and at least
977 dependable cognates upon completing Book Pour.

10. L'Honme Qai Dormlt Cent Ana
Description *— TMs fifth book In the alternate series
represents a condensation of the novel "L 'Homme Qal Dormlt
Cent Ans", by Henri Bemay, as abridged and edited by Otto
F. Bond. It Is the longest of the five-book series, total-
ling sixty-four pages of reading material, supplemented by
four pages of drill exercises. As a pseudo-aclentlflc
novel It Is a projection of contemporary social, economic,
and cultural life Into the year 2025.
Analysis of gradation .— Two hundred fifty new non-
eognate words are Introduced In this text, of which seventy
per cent are basic for further reading. Sixty-five per
cent of the total vocabulary In the novel Is made up of
624 cognates, most of which have practical value for read-
ing.
Approximately 444 of the non-cognates used In the
preceding four books of the series are repeated In this
text, representing a fifty-one per cent overlap.
Concerning grammatical elements. It Is explained that
new principles are Introduced gradually, and Illustrated
several times* Ho Information Is given concerning the
number of Irregular verb forms presented In the stoiy,
and the exact number of Idioms Is also omitted. It was
explained that at least twenty-sev^ new Idioms occurred

In the story* As In Book Fonr, the present » past, and the
fature tenses are used*
Cnmolative Yooalaulary and Idioms.— Upon completing
Book Five, the pupil will have met 1109 non-cognates* He
will have also encountered 1601 dependable cognates and £31
new idioms*
Bovee Series
The '*Bov^e Series" is published by the Macmillan Com-
pany of Boston, and is composed of three books designed for
study by beginners in the study of French. These books are:
(1) 'l.'Ami Bob" by Quinel and De Montgon; (2) "L'Ombre" by
A* Genervayee; and (3) "Les KJysteres de Paris" by Eugene Sue*
11. L'Ami Bob
Description .— "L'Ami Bob", published by the Macmillan
Company in 194B, is an adaptation of the novel of the same
name by Qainel and De Montgnon* It represents Book One of
three segaentially gradated stories edited by Arthur 6.
Bovee and Aurea (Juinnard. This book is 144 pages in length
and lists for $2.20*
Analysis of gradation *— Five weeks of study are
supposed for those who plan to read this book inasmuch as
a knowledge of approximately EOO words is required for

Erueoessfally beginning it. It is assumed that pupils will
have learned the sixty-nine words in Part One of the Yander
Beke list, 125 words of Part Two, and a small environmental
vocahulary relating to school, home and family.
The total vocabulary given for this book is 750 words,
including the 200-odd terms mentioned above, but several
words beyond that figure are introduced in the interest of
preserving the French flavor of the story. These are ex-
plained in footnotes on the pages where they occur. All
of the 750 words are selected from the Yander Beke list.
Uew words are introduced into this text at a ratio of
better than one new word to fifty running words.
The number of idioms used is not given, despite the
fact that such expressions are listed at the bottom of the
pages on which they occur. The meaning of all new words
is placed in the margin adjacent to the lines of their oc-
currence .
It is explained that grammatical elements are carefully
gradated, but in this first book five tenses are widely used,
with a sixth introduced on several occasions. These are
the present, imperfect, past indefinite, future, past perfect J
and conditional. In those cases where the conditional is
used, an explanation of its English meaning is given in the
margin.

At the heglnnlng of each chapter, short paragraphs in
English fulfill the purpose of explaining characteristio
French customs, and recounting some of the historical past
of Prance. A group of exercises is provided at the hack of
the reader covering each chapter of the hook. These are
designed to test the pupil's comprehension, and to assimilate
vital vocabulary and idioms. These are quite short and will
scarcely interfere with the pupil's enthusiasm for reading.
Writer's estimation of difficulty of "L'Ami Bob^.—
An ex€unination and study of the book convinces the writer
that it is suitable for beginners in French.
12. L 'Ombre
Description .— This book is the second in the Bovee
series of texts, and is adapted by Arthur G. Bovee and
Aurea Guinnard from A. (Jennervay^e ' s novel, "L'Ombre". In
this simplified version, the story is 176 pages in length
and is priced at $2.20.
Analysis of gradation .— Two hundred and fifty new
words are woven into this story, expanding the stock of
words taken from the Yander Beke list to 1000. This is
due to the fact that 750 items from that list were in-
corporated into "L'Ami Bob". In actuality, the words used

in the first book of the series are repeated in this one,
effecting a Tocabulary overlap of approximately 760 words*
For the sake of clarity, however, the words between 500 and
1000 of the Vander Beke list are defined in the margin of
the book. Again, a few words over and above the basal vooab-
taary of 250 new words, are introduced for the sake of color
and interest, but these are also explained in the margin of
the pages where they occur. Idioms are explained in foot-
notes.
After the first few pages, new words are brought into
the text at a rate of one new word per fifty running words
of discourse, and are repeated at least once in the follow-
ing one hundred words. Since new words are defined in the
margin of the line of their occurrence, the pupil has the
added advantage of immediate accessibility to the meaning
of Tinfamiliar vocabulary.
Tenses used in this text are the present, imperfect,
past indefinite, future, past perfect, past definite, con-
ditional, and past conditional. If,by chance, other tenses
are included, they are treated as vocabulary and explained
carefully in the margin.
Oumulative vocabulary and idioms .— After finishing
this second book of the series, the pupil will have had
access to a total vocabulary of 1069 words from the Vander
Beke list, and a limited number of environmental words

necessary to telling the stoiy. In addition, 190 idioms
will have heen met*
Writer's estimation of difficulty of ^*Ombre" .— The
writer agrees entirely with the editor's statement that this
hook is suitable for study in the second half of the first
year.
1S« Les Mysteres de Paris
Description *— "Les H^steres de Paris" represents an
adaptation of Eugene Sue's novel of the same name, as edited
hy Arthur G* Bovee and Aurea Guinnard* It presents a sim-
plified version of Sue's novel, which was written one hundred
years hefore puhlication of this gradated edition in 1942.
This reader consists of 152 pages of reading material, and
is priced at |2*00 hy the Macmillan Company.
Analysis of gradation .— Five hundred new hasic words
are found in this story, plus a few environmental teims.
The original editorial plan was to add 250 new words with
each volume, hut due to the large numher of cognates in the
Vander Beke list, from which all vocabulary was taken, it
was decided that 500 would not he excessive. Accordingly,
this volume includes Vander Beke items 1001 through 1500.
All words, however, from 900 through 1500 are explained in
the margin of the text, effecting an overlap of 100 words
with the text of "1 'Ombre."

Hew words are introduced into the text at the rate of
one new word per fifty running words, and are repeated at
least onee in the following 100 words* As in preceding
olnmes of the series, these new words are annotated in
the margin* The 105 new idioms fotmd in the story aare
explained as usual in the footnotes and are repeated at
least three times in the hook.
Since this is the last and most advanced hook of the
series, no attempt was made to control the tenses. Drill
exercises at the end of the hook, however, give ample op-
portunity for the pupil to learn all verh forms thoroughly.
Gumulative vocahxaary and idioms *— A total of 1569
new words are presented in "Les Myeteres de Paris", all
from the Vander Beke list. This does not include, of
course, purely environmental words* Over 200 Idioms were
used in the series*
Writer's estimation of difficulty of "Les ^steres de
Paris",— This hook, in the opinion of the writer, seems
quite suitahle for study in the last half of the first year
or the first part of the second year*
Coleman Series
The "Coleman Series" consists of five hooks, and is
presented in one complete volume entitled "Heath Elementary
Graded French Readings*" It is written for secondary-school
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"beginners in French, and is priced at $2«20.
Another volume in the same series, entitled ''Heath
Standard French Readings", and intended for the second year
was not inclnded in this study because of its obvious lack
of gradation.
The five books composing "Heath Elementary Graded
French Headings" are treated individually in this study,
but information common to them all is given below under
the heading "Graded French Readings".
Graded French Readings.— This volume, consisting of
adaptations of episodes from four French novels, and an
original composition by Algernon Coleman, the editor, was
published by B.C. Heath in 1934. The readings presented
are: (1) "Qaelques Pages d'Histoire"; (2) "Quelqiues ^isodes
des Mise^rables"; (3) "Sans Famille"; (4) "la Mare au Diable";
and (5) "Hon Onole et Mon Cure". The reading material and
drill exercises together total 529 pages.
Going upon the assumption that pupils will have com-
pleted four to six weeks of elementary French before begin-
ning the first story, the editor of this volume has selected
an initial vocabulary-stock of 130 simple French terms. The
specific words for this initial stock were selected upon
the basis of an analysis of seven contemporary French gram-
mars from which 130 words common to four of them were ac-
cepted. This practical vocabulary constitutes a foundation
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upon which reading of the first book is began.
ITew words and expressions are italicized throughout
the volume,but no translation is presented on the page where
they occur; it is necessazy to consult the end-vocabulary
for their meanings. Idiomatic expressions and irregolar
verb forms are annotated at the bottom of the page of their
occurrence*
Drill exercises designed to test comprehension of
Toeabulaiy and to promote acquisition of new words are
introduced at intervals in each book of the volume. In
each of these stumnary exercises, new words and expressions
for the section being summarized are listed, and are grouped
according to the parts of speech represented. At the end
of the volume a comprehensive list of vocabulary for each
selection is given, providing a basis for drill by the pupil,
or testing by the teacher.
Ho effort is made in the volume deliberately to control
the verb forms presented. They are regarded merely as addi-
tional vocabulary, with the exception that infinitives of
new verbs are given in the first text only. The past def-
inite, future, and imperfect tenses of verbs appear in the
very first selection.
lo fixed system in regard to the repetition of terms
was adopted by the editor, although it is explained that
the principle of using and repeating words that have a

general bearing and a high index of ueefulness, as indicated
by their rank and frequency, is adhered to. The new-word
densities for only a few Isolated sections of one text are
given*
It is unfortimate that the amoxmt of vooahxaaiy carry-
over from one text to the next is omitted, and that the
number of idiomatic expressions in each is not given*
Writer's estimation of difficulty of "graded French
Headings".— With the editor's stated opinion that this
volume is suitable for study by French beginners, the writer
is inclined to disagree. An examination of the material in-
volved, together with a study of gradation statistics for
the volume lead the writer to believe it most appropriate
for study in the second year of French.
Individual Gradation Analysis of the Five Readings
Comprising "Graded French Readings"
14. Quelques Pages d'Hlstoire
Description.— This is an original composition by
AJLgemon Coleman, general editor of the volume, comprising
eighty-four pages of simple cxatural material and supple-
mentary drills. As the first text in the volume, it pre-
sents a somewhat different arrangement from that of succeed-
ing stories, being divided into sixteen different lessons
that have some of the characteristics of conventional French
_grammar books.

Analysis of gradation *— The vocatnlary for this text
Includes 656 different words, four hundred fifteen of which
were taken from high frequency portions of the Vctnder Beke
Word List. Included In the total figure are the 130 Items
that were arbitrarily accepted as an Initial word-stock.
Ihe 240 words not taken from the frequency list con-
sist of 170 recognisable cognates, thirty special or enylron-
mental terms and fifty Idioms or fixed expressions. It Is
seen, therefore, that when the total vocabulaxy Is reduced
hy the 130-word Initial stock and the 170 cognates, a sub-
stantial Tocabulary learning-burden still remains.
At the beginning of each of the sixteen lessons, a
list of the verb forms In the Individual lessons Is given,
arranged alphabetically according to the Infinitive form.
All verbs occurring In a lesson are listed, regardless of
their having been listed previously or not, but verbs ap-
pearing for the first time are printed In heavy type. Also
appearing at the beginning of each lesson Is a list of the
less obvious cognates occurring In that lesson. The trans-
lation of each word Is given, together with the family of
English words with which the French word Is associated.
15. Quelcrues Episodes des Mlserables
Description .— This selection consists of adaptations
of three episodes from Victor Hugo's "Les Mlserables", as
cc
edited "by Agnes Blano and Bagenle Blanc. It presents seventy-
one pages of reading material and vocabtaary drill exercises.
Analysis of gradation *— Approximately 355 new words
appear In this reading, of which 145 are drawn from Parts One
and Two of the Vander Beke list* It Is well to point out
that 100 of these words are the same as were used In "Quelques
Pages d'Hlstolre". The 210 words not taken from the frequency
list are made up of 120 recognizable cognates, twenty-five
environmental terms, and sixty-five Idioms and fixed expres-
sions*
This selection differs from the first of the volume In
that It Is not divided Into distinct lessons, and carries no
lists of verb forms and cognates. It Is superficially
grouped, however. Into sections at the end of each of which
appropriate vocabulary drill exercises are given.
Ormmlatlve vocabulary and Idioms .— Upon completing
"Quelques Episodes des Mlserables** , 930 new words, exclusive
of the Initial stock, but Including 115 Idioms, will have
been met.
16. sans Pamllle
Description .— In this reading, Algernon Coleman has
retold and edited Hector Malot's novel, "Sans Famllle". In
this adaptation the stoiy totals 140 pages of reading and
drill exercises.
f
Analysis of gradation — Of the 580 new words appear-
ing In this stozy, 290 are recognizable cognates. The re-
sulting leamlng-hurden, therefore, amonnts to 290 words.
"So flgares are given as to the nmnber of Idioms or environ-
mental terms that occur In this story.
Cimnilatlve vocahnlary and Idioms .— Fifteen hundred
new words and Idioms will have been met after completing
this novel.
17. la Mare an Dlahle
Description .— ''La Mare au Dlahle" is an adaptation
of George Sand's novel by the same name and is edited by
Damon Barnes. The story consists of eighty-five pages of
reading material and drill exercises*
Analysis of gradation .— Two hundred thirty new words
are added in this story, of which eighty are reoogaizable
cognates. The vocabulary burden is thereby reduced to 150
new words.
Cumulative vocabulary and idioms .— Exclusive of the
initial stock, 1740 new words and idioms have been met at
the end of this book.

18. Mon Onole et Mon Onri
Description *— This Is a simplified version of Jean
de La Brete's novel, "Mon Onole et Mon Cure", as adapted
by Dorothy 7* Sugden* It affords 134 pages of reading
material and exercises.
Analysis of gradation*— Uew words appearing In
this reading total 210, of which 160 are recognizable cog-
nates. Thus, the leamlng-hnrden amotmts to only fifty new
words.
Further analysis of the story's gradation Is not de-
tailed.
Cumulative vocabulary and Idioms .— Nineteen hundred
fifty words and Idioms will have been met at the end of this,
the last reading of the volume. Of this total, 820 words
are recognizable cognates.
Heath-Chicago Series
This group of gradated French readers Is a series In
name only; It Is loosely connected, In the sense that very
little continuity exists between the various books. The
order In which the books appear In this paper Is probably
their best possible arrangement.
cr
The books in tMs series are: (1) "Si Uous Xisions";
(2) "Plerrlllo"; (3) "Xes Oberle*'; (4) "L'ATsbe Constantin"
;
(5) "Sans Pamille"; ana (6) "Le Petit Chose".
It is important to note that in this series, two gra-
dated Torsions of Daudet*s "Le Petit Chose" are given.
One adaptation is intended for the first year of French,
and the other for the second year.
19. Si gOTis Lisions
Description *-- This volume presents a group of fifteen
selections in simplified French, nine of which are adapta-
tions of stories by French authors. The selections in-
cluded are: (1) "La Classe de Francais"; (2) "le Louvre
et Les Jardins des Tuileries"; (3) "La Tour Eiffel"; (4)
"La Visits"; (6) "En ITormandie"; (6) "Les Trois Ours";
(7) "Les Trois Souhaits" by Perrault; (9) "Le Chien de
Brisquet" by Charles Uodier; (10) "Boum-Boum" by Jules
Claretle; (11) "La Piece de Cinq Francs" by Princesse
Alexandra de Baviere; (12) "La Piece de Cinq Francs"
(continued); (13) "La Cloehe" by Jxaes Lemaitre; (14)
"Lilith" by Jules Lemaitre; and (15) "La Jument Bleue"
by Hene Ba25in. Editors are Grace Cochran and Helen Eddy.
All stories in this series are admittedly simple,
being based primarily upon fairy tales and children's sto-
ries. A total of 165 pages are required in telling the
entire group. The book is priced at |l.48.

Analysis of graAatlon .— Five hundred five new words
are used In telling these stories. A knowledge of approxi-
mately one hundred words from a source hook entitled **Begln-
nlng French" Is requisite for commencing the hook.
Over one hundred Idiomatic expressions appear In the
tezt» hut again, a conslderahle hut Indeterminate numher
of these are expressions supposedly learned prior to hegln-
Ing the hook.
Cognates are regarded as known words, and accordingly,
receive no special treatment. It Is explained that many
cognates occur In the various stories, hut the exact numher
Is not given.
Hew words and expressions are Introduced Into the text
at an average rate of one new word per flfty-slx running
words of text, and are noted In the margins with their first
appearance. In cases where variations of these new terms
occur, the variations are enclosed In parentheses.
All new words. Idioms, and grammatical elements are
hrought gradually Into the text and are repeated several
times In the course of the hook. Except for a very few,
the words and expressions are taken from the highest quartlle
of the Vander Beke list and the Cheydleur Idiom list, re-
spectively; these few exceptions are words needed to tell
the story and In all cases are accompanied hy their English
meaning.

At the end of each story are presented a few pages of
exercises that give helpful Infoimation about the derivation
and peculiarities of words encountered in the text. Also,
peculiar to this text is a list of supplementary readings
for each stoiy that gives suggestions concerning additional
reading selections in French and English.
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of "Si ITous
Lisions".— This book is listed as first-year reading
by the Heath Company and in such a determination the
writer readily concurs. It is obviously a reader for be-
ginners, but appears to be more suitable for juvenile
readers than for high school pupils. Moreover, the effect-
iveness of the book is decreased by its relationship to
a grammar volume entitled "Beginning French".
20. Pierrille .
Description ^— Jules Claretie's "Pierrille", adapted
and edited by Grace Cochran and Helen M. Eddy, is told here
in 162 pages. Published by B.C. Heath Company, the book re-
tails for |l»40«
It follows "Si irous lisions" closely, but very little
statistical connection exists between the two volumes.
tsiX E -
Analysis of gradation *— Pour himdred eighty-eight
new words and 246 new Idioms are Introduced In this text.
All new words are placed In the margin of the page where
they first appear, while Idioms are arranged according to
chapters at the end of the hook. Variations of new words
are placed In parentheses.
Pour hundred forty-four cognates are employed In the
narrative, hut do not figure In the total vocahulary count
since they are regarded as hnown words.
The average density of new words Is slzty-slx running
words to each new word, and new words are repeated several
times Immediately following their first appearance, as well
as later In the text.
As In "SI Uous Llslons", exercises are presented at
the end of each chapter, presenting Information concerning
the derivation of the words appearing In the chapter.
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of "Plerrllle".—
Although listed by D.C. Heath as first-year reading, the
writer Is Inclined to believe this text more suitable for
the first semester of the second year.
21. Les Oberle
Description .— In this text, J# Douglas Haygood pre-
sents an adaptation of Rene Bazin's novel, "Les Oberle."

Totalling 138 pages of slnrplifled reading material, the
volnme is intended as a platean reader placed near or after
the completion of "Pierrille". The hook, therefore, approxi-
mates, superficially at least, the diffictilty of that vol-
tune* The text is listed hy D.C. Heath at |l*28.
Analysis of gradation •— The vooahiilaiy of this text
is taken principally from that of "Si Uous Lisions" and
"Pierrille", with very few new words heing added. It cannot
be determined how many of the 1595 words and idioms taken
from those hooks are used here, but the inference is that
the majority of them are brought over. Thus, the exact
total vocabulary of **Les Oberle" is impossible to determine.
Cognates are not included in the total given above.
Eighty-nine new non-cognates and 380 new cognates are
introduced in this book. The new non-cognates are placed
in the margin of the pages where they first appear, but
cognates receive no special treatment since they are con-
sidered as known words.
Thirty-three new idioms appear in the text and are
explained fully in the footnotes. Hew vocabulary is re-
peated several times immediately following its introduction,
and consistently throughout the book.
In fourteen chapters the density of new words varies
from one new word in seventy-six words of running text to
one in 1603. More specifically, the new-word density is
45L
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given for eaoli chapter Instead of for the entire hook.
At the end of eaoh chapter a table is given, showing
gradation flgares for the chapter. The following statistics
are given: (1) the nximber of new words in the chapter; (2)
recognizahle cognates; (3) special or environmental words;
(4) running words; €md (5) density.
Writer's estimation of the diffictaty of ^Les Oberle. "—
The writer agrees with the publisher that "Les Oberle" is
appropriate for study in the first or second semester of
the first year. Particularly commendable in this book is
the success made by the editors in preserving the typical
French language style.
28. L'Abbe Constantin
Description .— Edited by Alice Uewell Pollard, Grace
Cochran, and Helen M. Eddy, this adaptation of Ludovic
Balevy's novel, "L'Abbe Constantin" is intended to take up
the course after completion of "Si Fous Lisions" and
"Plerrille". It is told in 111 pages of text with illus-
trations by Elizabeth Plsher. It is priced by D.C. Heath
at 11.40.
inalysis of gradation .— The words learned in "Si
TTous lisions" serve as a background for the vocabulary
of this text, but no indication is given of the number of
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words carried oyer. In tliat stoiy 505 different words and
over 100 idioms were used.
The basio vooabxaary of new words used in this book
totals 570, plus forty-seven unrecognizable idioms. These
woirds and expressions are explained in footnotes when they
occur for the first time. Idioms are listed by chapters
at the end of the story, affording further drill by the
pupil. "So mention is made of cognates in the text.
Tense usage is restricted in the main to the present
and past indefinite tenses, and other grammatical elements
are carefully controlled. The comprehension exercises, one
for each chapter, consisting of objective-type questions
are designed to test both the pupil's comprehension and
his knowledge of vocabulary.
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of "L'Abbe
Constantin" .— The text appears to be properly placed
by the publisher in the first year of French.
23« le Petit Chose
Description .— In this adaptation of Baudot's novel,
"^.e Petit Chose", Louis H. Limper has effected an even
greater simplification than was done by Mitchell in another
edition of the same book. That edition is described in
this paper under second-year texts. Here, the story is told
in 154 pages that include no drill exercises at all. It is
r
listed "by D.C. Heath for fl.40.
Analysis of gradation *— The greater part of the
vocabulary In this text oomes from the first 1500 words
of the Vander Beke "French Word Book", and the corresponding
part of the Cheydleur "French Idiom List", Only one of
the first 600 words of the Vander Beke list does not appear.
Following the 600th Item and proceeding through the 1500th,
only 101 Items do not appear. Thus, It can he seen that
a knowledge of these 1600 words Is required before attempt-
ing this text. Fortunately, many words In that group are
cognate with English, presenting little difficulty to the
student. Beyond the 1500 frequency limit .approximately 280
true cognates occur In the text, further simplifying the
reading. Along with these cognates are about 190 new words,
also beyond the 1600 frequency limit, that were Introduced
so as to avoid distorting the original text. The English
equivalent of these words appears either In a footnote or
In the running text upon the first appearance of the word.
Moreover, they are repeated several times In quick succes-
sion*
In cases where French words are cognate to English
words of low frequency, an effort was made to provide a
word of high frequency along with the low-frequency English
word. This device Is based upon the theory that much of
the difficulty In recognizing close French cognates of
r
English words Is due largely to imfamlliarlty with the
English words* Ilaiiy close eognates are, therefore, omitted
from the end-vooabulaiy.
Grammatical elements are Introduced gradually Into
the text and the most unusual constructions are explained
In the notes. Many forms of Irregular Yerhs that differ
from the Infinitive are Included In the general vocahulary.
It Is Imposslhle to determine the exact total vocahu-
lary for this volume, hut It can he safely assumed to total
upward of 1500 words. Similarly, the total numher of cog-
nates can he put at ahove 280. Fo estimate of the numher
of Idioms In the text Is posslhle.
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of "Le Petit
Chose"*— The writer cannot agree with the editor In
placing this text In the first year of French. It seems
much more sultahle for the second year, due to the large
Initial vocahulary required, hut It prohably can he began
In the first semester.
As mentioned before, this adaptation Is much simpler
than the Mitchell edition. In spite of the large Initial
vocabulaiy.
24. Sans Famllle
Description*— This adaptation of Hector Malot's
"Sans Pamllle" was made by Ruth Meade, Grace Cochran, and

Helen M* Sddy. It constitutes one of the earliest attempts
at grading French reading material. The story comprises 117
pages of reading and eight pages of review-comprehension
exercises. D«C« Heath lists the text at $1«40.
Analysis of gradation ^— The pupil Is presumed to
have a basic vocahulary of sixty-nine of the highest fre-
quency words In the Vander Beke list before attempting to
read this volume. He will meet a total vocabulary of 357
different words, exclusive of the Initial vocabxaary, and
unmistakable cognates. How many cognates occur In the
text Is not known. Porty-one Idioms appear officially In
the story while It Is explained that several are not listed
that present no difficulty from the standpoint of compre-
hension. Thus, a reliable statement concerning the actual
number of Idioms appearing In the story Is Impossible.
All of the 357 non-cognates are of high frequency In
the Vander Beke list. All but seven Idioms are taken from
high frequency sections of the Cheydleur Idiom list. These
have been collected and arranged by chapter for Intensive
drill by the teacher.
Tense usage Is restricted, with the exception of a
few Isolated verb-forms, to the present and the past In-
definite tenses of regular "er** verbs conjugated with
"avoir". Due to this careful control of grammatical prln-
clples» few explanatory notes are required.

Compreliezisloii exerolses oonslstlng of trae-fal8e»
oompletlon* and maltlple-clioioe types of qaestlons are pre-
sented at the end of the hoolc, one for each chapter.
Writer's estimation of the dlffloxaty of *^San8 Famllle"
In the writer's opinion, the placement of this adaptation
In the first year of French study Is qxilte correct. It
appears quite suitable for study In the second half of
the elementary course.
Reading Texts for the Second Tear of French
Bond Series
Second-year readers In this series are Books Six
through Ten, regular, and Book Six, alternate.
'n)euxleme Etape" , described below, compiles common
data for Books Six through Ten, regular, and presents the
flTe books In a single volume.
Deuxleme Etape . "Deuxleme Etape", edited by O.F. Bond,
and published by the D.C. Heath Company continues through
Book Ten the sequence of readers begun In "Premiere Etape".
It goes without saying that to read successfully this vol-
ume, pupils must necessarily have completed the preceding
one.
The five selections In this second volume are: (1)
"L 'Evasion du Due de Beaufort"; (2) "L 'Anglais Tel Ciu'Qn
e
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Le Parle**; (3) "Contes"; (4) "La Grammaire"; and (5) "la
Ronae de La Vie". The entire voltime totals 286 pages of
reading material with six pages of idioms and an additional
thirty-four pages of drill materials.
The explanations given in the review of "Premiire
Etape" with respect to annotation of new vocabulary and
gradation of grammatical elements are equally applicable
to this voltune and will not be repeated here.
It is well to note here the absence of certain informa-
tion given in the first voltune. Although it is stated that
repetition of new terms is unusually great in these five
books, no statistics are given as to the exact amount.
Also, no explanation is given as to what percentage of the
total words introduced are basic and what percentage are
specific or environmental.
The D.C. Heath Company lists "Beuxieme Stape" at
|2*00, and the individual books at $0*60 each.
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of "Leuxieme
Etape".— The writer is convinced of the suitability of
all five books in this volume for second-year French study.
Individual Analysis of Gradation
/
of the ?ive Books Comprising "Deuxieme Etape"
26 • L 'Evasion du Due de Beaufort
Description.— In "L 'Evasion du Due de Beaufort".

as
Bond has retold In a slnrple way an episode from Alexandre
Dxunas* "Vingt Ans Apres" , sequel to "Les Trols Mousquetalres?
This forty-eight page narrative constitutes Book Six of
the regular series.
Analysis of gradation .— Book VI shows a seventy-seven
per cent overlapping of total vocabulary with that of pre-
ceding hooks and presents a few less new words and Idioms.
Two hundred seventeen new words are met In this story and
of this total ,104 are recognizable cognates. This leaves
113 words as the theoretical learning-burden, although such
Is hardly true, since an Indeterminate number of these are
derivatives of words learned previously. Thirty-two Idioms
are found In this book.
The density of new, non-Inferable words Is one new
word In 89 running words of text, which effect a slower
rate of vocabulary Introduction than was found In all but
one of preceding books. Due to the fact that much of the
narrative Is In dialogue form, repetition of new terms ex-
ceeds the rate of twice In 100 words previously employed.
Cumulative vocabulary and Idioms .— It Is well to
refer again to the preceding five books of this regular
series; they are Included with first-year texts. Statistics
given here, and In subsequent books of the series naturally
take In the cumulative vocabulary and Idioms of the first
five books.

Upon completing Book Six, the pupil will have added
1438 new words to his vocahxilaiy, not including the initial
stock of ninety-seven words • Furthermore, his stock of
idioms will have increased to two hundred thirty-three.
L 'Anglais Tel Qa'On Le Parle
Description .— Book Seven is a simplified version
of the one-act comedy "L'Anglais Tel Qu'On Le Parle" hy
Tristan Bernard, plus several anecdotes, selected for their
"bearing upon the play. The comedy consists of nine scenes
totalling thirty-five pages; and anecdotes totalling seven
pages
•
Analysis of gradation .— The percentage of vocahulaiy
overlap between this and preceding hooks of the regular
series is seventy-two per cent, which is five per cent lower
than Book Six. Two hundred eighteen new words are encounter^
ed in the play, hut 109 are recognizahle cognates and ap-
proximately forty-five are derivatives or compounds of
known words. While the remaining sixty-four words repre-
sent a somewhat lower-than-ordinaiy leaming-hurden, the
decrease is compensated for by the increased numher of new
idioms (forty-five in all) appearing in the reading. This
is trae because, as a rule, plays are more idiomatic than
other literary forms.

lo oonorete statement was made oonoemlng the density
of new words in this text, although the Inference is that
new terms are introduced at approximately the same rate as
in Book Six, or one new word per eighty-nine words of running
text.
Ctumilative vocahiilary and idioms.— Exclusive of the
initial-stock, 1666 new words and 277 idioms have "been mas-
tered by the end of this hook.
27. Pontes
Description.— Book Eight is a collection of five
stories, only slightly changed from the originals. These
are: fl) "Le Voeu Maladroit"; hy Catulle Mendes; (2)
"licette" "by Saint Juirs; (3) "Hortibus" hy Emile Pouvillon;
(4) "le louis d'Or" hy Francon Coppee; and (5) **Mes8ire
Tempus" hy Erckmann-Chatrian. These stories total forty-
four pages of reading material.
Analysis of gradation .— The overlap of total vocabu-
lary of this text and that of preceding books drops another
five per cent; from seventy-two per cent in Book Seven to
sixty-seven per cent in Book Eight. This text ushers in
374 new words of which 193 are recognizable cognates, and
ninety-three are derivatives. The vocabulary learning-burden
is, therefore, only eighty-eight words. Forty-two idioms

are presented In the text; three less than In the preceding
hoo]^*
Uo Indication is given concerning the rate of intro-
daotion of new terms, "but it is reasonalale to infer that
since this book is near the end of the series where grada-
tion is nnich less steep, the new-word density is irnioh
greater than in prior books.
CTunalative vocabulary and idioms.— The total of new
words learned at the end of Book Eight is 2030, while the
idioms leaxned total 319
•
ZQ. La Granmaire
Description *— This one-act play by Eugene Labiche
marks a turning-point in the series, away from steep grada-
tion and toward a more natural and realistic style. It is
forty-eight pages in length.
Analysis of gradation *— This book adds 283 new words,
of which 109 are dependable cognates and eighty-one are
derivatives or compounds of known forms. The vocabulaiy
learning-burden is thereby reduced to ninety-three words*
Fifty-three idioms appear in the play, representing the
greatest number employed in any book of the regular series
thus far.

Again, no information is given concerning the density
of new words introduced into the text, nor is anything said
with respect to the mimber of repetitions.
CimtLlative vocahulary and idioms .— Two thousand
three hundred thirteen new words have "been presented at
the end of Book nine, together with 372 idioms.
29. La Ronde de La Vie
Description .— "La Ronde de La Vie" consists of fifty
short prose, drama, and verse selections written by differ-
ent French authors, and designed to portray the seasonal
complex of French life. It is by rights a cultural anthol-
ogy, for it includes literary samples from the past five
centuries. This is by far the longest text in the regular
Bond series, totalling 104 pages of material.
Analysis of gradation .— This book provides a transi-
tion from the gradated material of the preceding nine texts
to the uncontrolled reading encountered in the ordinary
book. In all, 1013 new words are presented, of which only
283 are cognates or cognate derivatives. The remaining 730
words constitute a much larger vocabulary-burden than those
previously met, but is lessened somewhat by the use of a
considerable number of non-cognate derivatives. It is true
that some of these may prove difficult to the pupil.

Ho effort was made to gradate the increase In diffi-
culty of reading material In this text, since, In truth.
It purports to he gradated only In the sense that more cog-
nates appear here than were employed In the original work.
This book comes near helng uncontrolled reading*
CumulatlYe vocabulary and idioms *— Upon completion
of Book Ten, the last member of the regular series, 3326
new words, exclusive of the ninety-seven-word original
stock, and 480 idioms, thirty-two per cent cognate and
thirty-one per cent derivative, will have been met.
Alternate series .— There is no "Deuxleme Etape",
Alternate, since only one book has been written for the
alternate series above first-year materials. Thus, the
last book in the "Bond Series" is "Contes Parlsiens", the
analysis of which is presented below.
30. Pontes Parisiens
Description .— Representing Book Six in the alternate
series, "Contes Parisiens" presents four short stories deal-
ing with Parisian life and people. The four selections are:
(1) "la Parure" by De Maupassant; (S) "le Billet de Loterie"
by Bouvier; (3) "En Attendant L' Omnibus" by Mirabeau; and
(4) "L'Obus" by Sardon. A total of forty-two pages of
reading material and four pages of drill exercises appear
in this text*
(
Analysis of gradation *— A total of 437 new words are
found In the four stories comprising this book, of which
forty-five per cent, or 197 words, are cognates. Further-
more, there Is an overlap of 678 words from alternate books
One through Five, and this vocahulaiy represents seventy-
four per cent of the total vocabulary of this book.
Of the 239 new cognate words that appear In the book»
approximately one-half are basic, cmd for the most part, low-
frequency vocabulary has been replaced by words of common
use*
Forty-four new Idiomatic expressions are used In the
book. They are explained In footnotes In the same manner
employed In previous books of the series.
Cumulative vocabulary and Idioms *— Upon completing
this book, the pupil has come In contact with 1348 new non-
cognate words, exclusive of a ninety-seven-word Initial
stock. Seventeen hundred ninety-nine words, cognate with
English, and at least 276 new Idiomatic expressions have
also been presented.
Heathr-Chlcago Series
31* le Petit Chose
Description.— This second analysis of Alphonse
Baudot's novel, "Le Petit Chose" Is much less simplified

tlian the first. The adaptation is done here hy Howard
Mitohell. The hook eomprises 251 pages of reading material
and exercises, and is priced hy D.C. Heath at |l.48.
Analysis of gradation .— In simplifying this novel,
the editor assxuned that the active vocabulary of the student
woxad include the first 500 words of the Vander Beke list,
and other simple words relating to home and family. Words
of very low frequency are eliminated and high frequency
terms substituted where possible. Unessential details were
omitted, shortening the text somewhat. These words, with
the exception of articles, pronouns, demonstrative and pos-
sessive adjectives, cardinal numbers, days of the week,
months, and the most common prepositions, conjunctions and
adverbs, have received no special treatment and appear in
the end-vocabulary only.
Sixteen hundred fifty words are met in this text, 500
of which are recognizable through their similarity to Eng-
lish, or from their relationship to words already known.
Thus, considering the 569 words presumed to be known by
the student and the 500 similar words , it is seen that only
588 words remain as a learning-burden. These 588 words are
placed with their meanings in the special vocabulazy and
lists of Idioms that head the chapters wherein they occur.
It is explained that many of these 588 words are repeated
several times, but no definite figures are given.

ITothing Is said concerning the rate of Introduction of
new terms Into the tert, or of the ntunher of Idioms appear-
ing In the story. It Is worthy of note that In listing the
idioms in each chapter, the fall hody of the idiom is given,
together with examples. The writer was ahle to total the
idioms through reference to these chapter lists. Pour hun-
dred twenty-three idioms are listed, hut the figare is in-
conclusive, since it includes many words that are a part
of the 588 mentioned above. Thus, it cannot he determined
accurately whether or not the 4133 idioms are a part of the
total vocabulary of 1650 words. It is explained that the
greater part of them are of high frequency according to
the Cheydleur list.
In this hook there was no attempt at controlling tenses.
Writer's estimation of the difflctaty of "Le Petit
Chose".— It is quite clear to the writer after examining
this text, and considering the statistics concerning its
gradation, that it should not he used before the last sem-
ester of the second year. The large assumed vocabulary
plus the knowledge of word-relationships entailed by the
text makes this abundantly clear. Such placement agrees
with that of the editor, except that he designated the
second year without specification of the semester.

32» D *Artagnan
Desorlption*— 'Artagnan" is the adaptation "by Arthur
Qt» Bov^e and Bimloe R# Soddard of an episode from Alexandre
Dtunas* "Les Trois Mousqiietalres". It consists of 173 pages
of reading material, together with forty-nine pages of ex-
ercises and ezplcmatoiy notes. The D«C« Heath Company lists
the hook at $1«60.
Analysis of gradation .— The extensive vooahulary of
the original has been reduced to ahout 1760 words In this
simplified text. The student Is supposed to taiow 308 words
of this vocalDulary, "before "beginning the hook. These words,
though receiving no special treatment, are listed In the
end-vocahulaiy.
Approximately 1030 words of the total vocabulary are
cognate to English, or are easily recognizable derivatives
of the high frequency portions of the Vander Beke list.
Prom this explanation It can be seen that no determination
of the exact number of cognates Is possible.
The remaining 432 words are new In the sense that they
have not been met In previous books €uid are not recognizable
from their similarity to English or known French words. They
come, however, from the frequency lists, and are given In
the vocabularies that head the chapters In which they occur.
The great majority of these 438 new words are repeated sev-
eral times, both Immediately following their first appearance.

ft5
and later In the text*
Idiomatie expreselons ntunber one tamdrea fifty, all of
whioli are of high frequency in the Cheydlenr list. Moreover,
they are listed with their meanings In the lead-TOoahtilarles
preceding the chapters where they occur for the first time.
Frequent repetition of these expressions Is also afforded
In the text.
It Is assTuned that the student Is already familiar with
the simplest elements of grammar. Articles, pronouns, and
the present, Imperfect, future and past Indefinite tenses
are thus supposedly ^own. The forms and uses of the con-
ditional, past definite and past future are explained sep-
arately. Important uses of the Imperative and suhjunctlve
moods are also taken up Individually as they occur. Gram-
matical principles, with the exception of those assumed to
he known, are hrought gradually Into the text with frequent
repetition through the remainder of the hook.
The exercises at the end of the book afford additional
repetition of vocabulary and grammatical principles. By
means of both objective and content questions, the pupil
deals with antonyms, synonyms, families of words. Idioms,
and verb forms*
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of »Artagnan" .
—
The statement by the editors indicating the suitability of
this book for study in the first year agrees neither with
the publisher's nor with the writer's opinion concerning
r
AS.
its difficulty. The D,C. Heath Company, in supplementary
advertisements, classifies the hook as second-year French
reading, and with this, the writer is willing to agree.
33« Les Trois Mousgnetaires
Description >— This is another adaptation of Alexandre
Dxunas' novel, "Les Trois Mousquetaires" , this time edited tj
Margairette Strahle and Helen M* Eddy. Hetold in 241 pages,
this book is more difficolt than the version presented in
"D'Artagnan**, by Arthur Bovee and Eunice Goddard. "Les
Trois Mousquetaires** is priced by B.C. Heath at $1.48.
Analysis of gradation .— Approximately 1400 words and
three hundred idioms occur in this text, all falling within
the first 2500 words of the Yander Beke list, and the cor-
responding portion of the Oheydleur idiom list. Pive hun-
dred forty-nine easily recognizable cognates are not in-
cluded in the above figures, but are given in a complete
list at the end of the book.
The average density of new words in this text is
fourteen new words per thousand words of running text, or
one new word per 66-75 running words. B^ew words and idioms
are inserted in the margin of the pages in which they first
appear, and in the case of their later reappearance, are
again carried in the margin, but this time in parentheses.
m
All new Yoca'bttlaiy Is repeated several times, toth
Isimedlately after introduction and later in the text.
Writer's estimation of the diffioulty of "Lee Trois
Mousquetaires" .— Instead of placing this hook in the
first semester of the second year, as the editors suggest,
the writer regards the second semester as far more appropri-
ate. The vocahulary appears entirely too advanced for
students with only one year of French behind them.
34. Mfedame Thirese
Description .— This is an adaptation hy Grace Cochran,
Helen M. Eddy, and Florence B. Williams of the Erckmann-
Chatrian novel, "Madame Therese". The story consists of
202 pages of reading material, and forty-one pages of ex-
ercises. Written to provide additional practice in the
vocahulaiy established by "Si Uous Lisions" and "Pierrille",
it is termed a plateau reader by the editors. It is listed
by the B.C. Heath Company at $1*52.
Analysis of gradation .— The vocabulary of this
narrative is limited to 1200 words and idioms, all occurring
within the 1500 frequency limit in the Vander Beke list and
the corresponding part of the Cheydleur idiom list. In
actuality, it is the same vocabulary used in "Si Uous Lis-
ions" and "Pierrille", with the exception of a few words

and expressions needed to tell the story. Thus, 1587 words
are supposedly inown "before "beginning the stoiy.
The new words used in the story were chosen on the
hasis of the frequency of their recurrence in the story,
and are designated by asterisks in the general vooahulaTy.
All vocabulary, new and old, is repeated frequently during
the course of the hook.
The exercises include comprehension checks for each
chapter, giving attention to idioms, word relationships,
extensions in the use of words, and word derivation.
Writer's estimation of the difficulty of "Madame
Therese".— The writer is convinced that the publisher
and the editors are correct in placing this text in the
first semester of the second year of French.

CHAPTBR III
AUDITOHT ABD VISUil. AIDS
1/
According to Daniel P. Girard, the basic concepts of
auditory and visual teaching aids, or "audio-visual aids",
as they are commonly termed today, go as far hack in the
past as good teaching. In his opinion, the efficiency of
multiple-sensory appeal in clarifying ideas and strengthen-
ing impressions has never heen a secret to good teachers.
It would appear, then, that the addition of this term "audio-
visual aids" to langaage pedagogy is simply to define more
sharply or to give articulation to concepts that were former-
ly accepted as part of a good teaching situation. This term
will be used intermittently throughout this study to signify
auditory and visual teaching aids.
That audio-visual aids serve a useful purpose in the
secondary-school French course only when they fulfill spe-
cific and purposive functions is strongly emphasized hy
ITewmark. He mentions the following as some of the
1/ Daniel P« Girard, "Unit in the Use of Audio-Visual Aids",
Modem Langaage Journal , UL (Pehruary, 1946) p. 62.
2/ Maxim Hewmark, Twentieth Oentuiy Modem Langaage Teaching ^
l^ew York: The Philosophical Lihrairy, Inc., 19^8) p. 460.
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legitimate fxmetlons of teaohlng^alds: (1) to proTlde a
cultural setting for the language In the olassroom; (Z) to
aid directly In the attainment of linguistic skills; (3)
to aid In the teaching of foreign culture and civilization;
and (4) to stimulate and maintain Interest In the study of
foreign langoages. To accomplish these ends, teaching aids
must he used according to plan, at relevant points In the
course of study.
Audio-visual teaching aids Included In this study ,
—
The following audio-visual teaching aids for secondary-
school French classes are considered In this study: (1)
films; (Z) lantern slides; (3) fllmstrlps; (4) recordings;
(5) radio; (6) maps; (7) pictures; and (8) newspapers and
magazines. The mechanical devices needed to display these
materials are not considered, for the ohvlous reason that
firms manufacturing such Instruments as phonographs, radios,
recorders, and projectors are well-known, and too numerous
for Inclusion In this study.
The ahove materials were selected for consideration
after a careful examination of the professional literature
proved that these were the aids most frequently used In
the secondary school. It Is Important to point out that
this study does not profess to Include all possible sources
of the different types of audio-visual materials considered

herein; snch would be manifestly impossible, but it does
claim to include as comprehensive a list of such materials
as possible under the circumstances.
Information pertinent to cost of audlo-Tisual aids *
—
Prices are given with the individual listings of all audio-
visual materials presented in this study, except those dis-
tributed by one fiim - the "Pranco-Amerioan Audio-Visual
Distribution Center", 954 fifth Avenue, Hew York 21, Uew
York. These were omitted from the listings for two reas-
ons: (1) this company's payment plan is unique among all
distributors listed; and (2) the greater portion of aids
of all kinds reported in this study are distributed by
the organization. This is a non-profit organi2sation,
founded to prepare and distribute educational audio-visual
materials. It functions as a lending-library, charging an
annual fee for membership, which is open to all schools.
For these reasons, the fees connected with aids distributed
by this company are shown below, instead of with the indi-
vidual listings, where they are indicated by the teim "mem-
bership rates".
Membership in the franco-American Audio-Visual Dis-
tribution Center may be secured by public schools charging
no tuition by payment of (1) |5.00 per year for monthly
programs, each of which may contain one or two items; or
r
(2) #10 #00 for two programs a month, each of which may
contain two Items. The term "item" refers to all types
of audio-visual materials distributed "by the organization.
It is possible for members or non-members to rent any of
the teaching aids when they are not on membership booking,
and certain selected materials may be purchased outright.
Information concerning these rates will be furnished upon
request.
Films
In this section are presented sixteen millimeter edu-
cational films that distributors have designated as suitable
for French classes at the secondaxy-school level.
So as to avoid needless repetition of addresses with
the listings, the names and addresses of all film distribu-
tors appearing in this study are presented below.
1» A.F. Films Inc., Boom 1001, 1600 Broadway, Uew York 19,
Few York.
2. American Association of Teachers of French, Teachers
College, Columbia University, ¥ew York.
3. Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, Uew York 19, TTew
York.
4. Encyclopedia Brittanica Films Inc., 1160 Wilmette
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
&• Film Classic Exchange, 265 Franklin Street, Buffalo,
Few York.
I

6« Pranco-lmerican Audlo-Vlstial Dlatrlbutlon Center,
934 Fifth Avenue, New York 21, New York.
7. French Embassy, Infoimatlon Division, Film Section,
1600 Broadway, New York 19, New York.
8. Institutional Cinema Service, 1560 Broadway, New York 19,
New York.
9. International Film Bureau, 15 Park Bow, New York 20,
New York.
10* library Films, Inc., 25 West 45th Street, New York 19,
New York.
11. National Film Board of Canada, 620 Fifth Avenue, New
York 20, New York.
12. Nu-Art Films Inc., 145 West 45th Street, New York 19,
New York.
13. Qaebeo Tourist and Publicity Bureau, 48 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York 20, New York.
14. Simmel-Meservey, 321 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,
California.
15* Teaching Films Custodians, 25 West 43rd Street, New
York 18, New York.
16. Thomas Bouchard, 80 West 4oth Street, New York 18,
New York.
17. United World Films, Inc., New York Exchange, 105 East
106th Street, New York 29, New York.
18. Wholesome Film Service, Inc., SO Melrose Street,
Boston, Massachusetts.
In the many cases where identical audio-visual materials
were offered by more than one distributor, selection was
made on the basis of price and the proximity of the dis-
tributor to the New England area.

Available Pllms
?renoli Dlalogae or Coamentaiy
^* i: Ii'AssatLt dea Algallles du Mable: Distributor -
Franco-American; Length - Twenty minutea; Sound film;
Memberahip rates.
This film was made by a French mountain-climbing
club in the French Alps. In it the climbing activities
of this group are depicted.
2* A Paris : Distributor - International Film Bureau;
length - Eighteen minutes; Sound film; Rental cost -
#5.00; Purchase price - $67«50.
All phases of Parisian life are covered in this
film. The economic and cultural life of the city are
given careful treatment.
3. Aliens irous a La Peche : Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Sound film; Rental cost •
Is.oo.
4# Ancient Cities of Southern France : Distributor -
Wholesome Film Service; Length - One reel; Sound film;
Rental cost - |l.50. Simple commentary.
This is a travelogue film that takes the pupil
through Carcassone, Uimes, Avignon, Aries and Marseilles.
The remains of ancient Roman ruins are shown.

Atl D98SU8 des grontleree : Distributor - Brandon Films,
Ino», Length - Twenty-two minutes; Rental cost - |2.50;
Purchase price - |50.00.
Bird migration from Alaska to the Argentine, and
ohservations as to how these dPlights linlc the Americas
are brought out in this film*
Au Pays ou Ifleurit L 'Granger : Distributor - Franco-
American; Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
Flowering plants of the French Riviera, and oitras
fruit trees common to southern France are shown and
described in this picture.
Autour d*TTn Gloeher : Distributor - American Association
of Teachers of French; Length - One reel, eleven min-
utes; Purchase price - |58»50.
This film presents the life of the inhabitants
of small French villages - the baker, the wheelwright,
the plowman, the mailman. An insight is given the
students into the life of a normal French village.
Brazzaville ; Distributor - A.F. Films, Inc.; Length -
Twenty minutes; Rental cost - #5.00.
Industrialization in the heart of Africa is the
theme of this film. The part that the natives played
in helping win the war for France is stressed.

9« Brlere et Brlerona : Distrlbtitor - Pranoo-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; MembersMp rates.
10 • Les Ocmamc i Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Fourteen minutes; Purchase price - $67*50;
Printed copies of the commentaiy are available.
The canals of France are studied from the stand-
points of their history, importance to travel and in-
dustry, and their quaint chaim.
11. Chants Populaires ; Distributor - International Film
Bureau; Length - Ten minutes; Rental - $1»50.
Dance scenes in Montreal and Quiebec blend with
the singing of songs native to those sections. Words
of the songs appear on the screen. Booklets, con-
taining the words of the songs are available.
12. Ohampionnat ; Distributor:- Franco-American; Length -
Ten minutes; Membership rates.
In this film school and university championship
contests in running, jumping, and swimming are shown.
IS. Ohantier sur Les Raines: Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The important part played by American relief organ-
izations in post-war reconstruction of France is shown
in this film.

14» Cloohea de granee : Distributor - Pranco-Amerlcan;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The history and manufacture of church-hells are
shown and described in this film.
15. Colbert : Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
Colbert's life is treated briefly but interestingly,
in this film. Special attention is given to his role
under King Louis the Fourteenth.
16. Comedie avant Mollere : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
Mollere is studied here particularly as his life
and works interpret the past.
17. Courses de Bales : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
This film concerns the different phases of a
track meet. It describes in a simple way the technique
of hurdling.
18. D'Arsonval : Distributor - Franco-American; Length-
Twenty-one minutes; Membership rates.
The various experiments of the scientist D'Arsonval
with respect to the discovery of the use of high fre-
quency currents in therapy are presented here. A text of
the French narrative is supplied.

19. Dans Les Alpes : DlstriTjutor - International Film Bureau;
length - nineteen minutes; Rental cost - |5.00;
Purchase price - $67.60.
In this film animated maps give the extent and
location of the French Alps. It studies also the
erosion, vegetation, €md glacier of the Is^re River.
20. Dans Les Pyrenees : Intematlonal Film Bureau; Length -
Seventeen minutes; Rental cost - $5.00; Purchase
price - $67.50.
Scenes on the Basque Coast at Saint Jean-de-Luz,
the Cirque de Gavamle, and the Corhleres chain are
shoim In this picture.
El. Defense de la Paix: Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The organization of the United latlons Is shown
and explained simply here, in English study
galde Is furnished with the film.
22. aa Basse Provence ; Distributor - International Film
Bureau; Length - nineteen minutes; Rental cost - |5.00;
Purchase price - $67.50.
This film takes the pupil along the coastal region
of Provence from the mouth of the Rhone to the Italian
border. Emphasis Is laid on points not usually covered
In travel films.

23. aa H&ute Provence: Distri"butor - International Film
Burdan; Length - Fifteen minutes; Hental cost - $5.00;
Purchase price - $67 .SO.
Provence Is depicted here In the Durance River
region. This Is the country lauded by Mistral
In poetry, and by Bizet In music.
24. ^ Bretagne : Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Fourteen minutes; Hental cost - |5.00 per day
or #7.60 per school week; Purchase price - |67.50«
Family home life In the heart of Brittany Is
Interestingly presented In this picture. The people
of this section are shown performing their dally work,
which Includes gathering seaweed, harvesting grain,
and fishing. A printed commentazy Is available with
the film. The picture was produced In 1947.
25. ^ Champagne ; Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Fourteen minutes; Rental cost - #5.00 per
day or #7.50 per school week; Purchase price - $67.50.
The Champagne section of France is treated in
such a way that pupils are able to see clearly its
division into moist and dry parts. Scenes are pre-
sented of the wine Industry and the textile Industry
of this section. Production date for this picture
was 1947.
i{
26. ^ Normandle ; Distribtitor - International Film Bureau;
Length - nineteen minntes; Rental oost - J5«00 per day
or $7»50 per school week; Purchase price - ^67.50.
The province of lormandy is treated largely from
the viewpoint of commercial geography. Farm life and
industrial life are contrasted for the entire province.
E7« En Quarante-neuf Jours: Distrihutor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Memhership rates.
This film records the replacement of a destroyed
railroad hridge on the Paris-Delfort line in Uovemher
and December, 1944*
28. Ermites du Oiel : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Memhership rates.
The daily life of four astronomers in a mountain
observatory are depicted in this story. The text of
the French narration is supplied.
29. F^condite : Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Ten minutes; Membership rates.
This is a scientific film dealing principally
with the study of botany.
r
3G» Feirg de la Mer ; Bistrl"butor - Pranoo-Ameriean;
Length - Twenty minutes; MembersMp rates.
The chief concern of this picture is the lighthouse
everywhere in the world. Told in simple French, it
points up the importance of the lighthouse in the
shipping industry.
^* Filez . 0 Mon ITavire : Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Rental - $3.00.
This is a French dialogue film that deals with
sailing. It is simple in theme with simple dialogue.
38. Fondre de Guerre: Distributor - Brandon Films, Inc.;
Length - Twenty minutes; Rental cost - |E»50; Purchase
price - #50.00.
Canada's conversion from peace to war production
is shown in this film. Every phase of her economy is
shown at work.
33. Forever Paris ; Distributor - French Embassy; Length -
Two reels, sixteen minutes; Films sent to schools free
on request.
This film is a tour of historical landmarks in the
city of Paris. A presentation of fashions and styles
makes the picture more than a mere travelogue.
r
34. Frenoh Children: Dlstrl^btitor - Bnoyclopedia Britannloa
911ms » Ino*; Length - Eleven minutes; Hental cost -
$8.60; Purchase price - $45.00.
All meml)er8 of a typical farm family of Brittany
are presented in this film. The picture was photo>
graphed on a farm in that proYince in 1948.
55. French Cathedrals : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates; English sub-
titles.
The famous cathedrals throughout France are
pictured here.
36. Heart of France : Distributor - Library Films, Inc.;
Length - Twenty minutes; Purchase price - $64.00.
This picture takes up the histozy of Orleans
with the Gallic invasion and brings it up to the
present.
37. Industrte du Yerre : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates.
The glass making industry is depicted from
start to finish, together with a susimary of the
industrial uses of glass.
c
38« Jean Hellon ; DiBtrll>utor - IPhomae Bouchard; Length -
Thirty-three minutes; Rental cost - J 25.00; Color*
The life and works of this modernistic painter
are described in this film which is narrated hy the
painter himself in simple French*
59 • Jeunes Pilles de Parle ; Distributor - Mlm Classic
Exchange; length - Ulne reels; Rental cost - $17 •60.
This is a film that depicts the city of Paris as
it was before the war as contrasted wltb its present
condition*
^* ^o^Q de Vlvre: Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; fflembership rates*
The never-ending search for handicapped children
is presented realistically in this film*
41. L'Amiante (La Pierre Que L'On Tlsse ) ; Distributor -
Franco-American; Length - Twenty minutes; Membership
rates*
The processing of asbestos into cloth is shown
in this film, together with the industrial use of
the material. Original musical accompaniment in-
cludes the ballet of the spindles* Text of the French
narration is supplied.
r
42. L 'Amour Mftteinel Chez Les Anlmatg : Distributor -
Franoo-lmeriecin; Length - Twenty minutes; Membership
rates*
The maternal interest of animal mothers for their
young is illustrated in this pioture.
43* L 'Appel des Cimes: Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty-five minutes; Membership rates.
This is cmother realistic mountain-climbing
exhibition filmed by an actual climbing club in
Prance, The action is in the Alps.
44. L*'Amiti^ goire : Distributor - Pranco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
ITative life in French Equatorial Africa, showing
unusual customs, living habits, and occupations is
brought to the screen in this film. The text of French
narration is available.
L ' Institut Pasteur ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The discoveries of Pasteur and the current work
of the Pasteur Institute are made real for the pupil
in this film.
rr
46. La Charte des Peuples : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The pupil is given an intimate view of the founding
of the United nations in this film, together with some
of the theory behind its organization.
47. La Crau: Distributor - Franco-American; Length - Twenty
minutes; Membership rates.
This is a geographical film showing agriculture
and sheep-raising in south-east France.
48. La Cite Ardente ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
This film is intended to give in some detail
the life of bees, treating especially the making of
honey.
49. La Foret Vivante : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The lesson taught by this film concerns the chazm
and beauty of forests. Their usefulness as vegetation
is shown and contrasted with the uses of lumber.
60. La Garonne ; Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Seventeen minutes; Rental cost - ^5.00 per
day or $7.50 per school week; Purchase price - |67«50.
r
aft
The lesson of this picture Is one of geography.
The Garonne River is traced from its source to its
Junction with the Dordogne where the Gironde is formed.
51. La Goulaleuse: Distributor - 7iln Classic Exchange;
Length - Bight reels; Rental cost - |17«50,
This is a musical film with a score peculiarly
French, The dialogae is somewhat advanced.
52. La Loire: Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Seventeen minutes; Rental cost - |5.00;
Purchase price - $67.50.
This is another geographical film, this time
tracing the course of the Loire from its source to
the ports Of Uantes and Saint-Uazaire.
53. La Montre: Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
This picture takes up the history of watch emd
clock making, bringing to the pupil many interesting
aspects of the process not usually taught in the school.
54. La Massif Central: Distributor - International Film
Bureau; Length - Sixteen minutes; Rental cost - |5.00;
Purchase price - |67.50.
The pupil is taken on another tour of France in
this picture. This time he visits the mountainous
region of La Massif Central, riding over the highest
(
railroad trestle In the world as well as visiting some
of the most interesting caves known.
55. La PotQette Grise ; Distrihtitor - National Pilm Board
of Canada; length - Six minutes; Rental cost - $2«50;
Purchase price - §50.00; Color film.
This is a story of chickens, their raising, and
their meaning to the peoples of all lands.
II* SQjpe ; Distributor - International Pilm Bureau;
Length - Seventeen minutes; Sental cost - |5.00;
Purchase price - $67 .SO.
The Seine River constitues the theme for this
geographical tour. The film is a story of the Seine,
at Paris, at Rouen, at Caudebec; its ports and trib-
utaries.
57. Langevin ; Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty-five minutes; Membership rates.
The scientific career of the physicist Langevin
is studied in this film. The commentary is somewhat
advanced.
58. La Cinema au Service de La Science ; Distributor -
Franco-American; Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates
The use of the moving picture in scientific re-
search is considered in this film. The terb of the
French narration is supplied.
r
59, le Moulin Bnehante : Distributor - American Association
of Teachers of Prencli; Length - One reel, ten mlntites;
Purchase price - $32.50.
This film presents an evocation of the setting
In which Alphonse Daudet was bom, lived, and wrote
Ms masterpieces. Some memorable pages from some of
Daudet 's works are shown.
liS. ^ro^il du Monde : Distributor - Pranco-Amerlcan;
length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
How the world Is presented In maps and how these
maps serve humanity Is the theme of this film. The
pupil Is acquainted with some of the mechanics of
mapping.
61. Le Rhone ; Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Sixteen minutes; Rental cost - $5 .00;
Purchase price - |67.50.
The course of the Rhone River Is traced from
Its source In the Rhone Glacier to the lake of Geneva,
and thence to the valleys of the Midi. The pupil be-
comes acquainted with Its tributaries, and the traffic
that converges Into the southerly course of the river.
62. Le Tonneller ; Distributor - Franco-American; Length
—
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
(r
This film presents a day with the barrel-makers
in the south of France. It gives in relatively simple
French the process of making barrels, together with a
glimpse of the personalities involved.
63. Le Vampire : Distributor - Firanco-American; Length -
Ten minutes; Membership rates.
This is a Painleve film dealing with the South-
American vampire.
64. Le Velay ; Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The source of the Loire River, together with
landscape and towns in Le Velay are shown in the
film. The lace-making industry of this section and
the quaint people who make it up are shown.
65. Les Arts du Feu: Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates.
The making of glass, china, pottery,and enamels
is shown and explained in this film. The text of the
French narrative is supplied.
66. Les Canaux ; Distributor - International Film Bureau;
Length - Fourteen minutes; Rental cost - $5.00 per
day or |7.60 per school week; Purchase price - |67.50.

Several phases of the importance of canals and
rivers in Prance are shown in this film. Animated
diagrams illustrate the working of locks, and ex-
cellent photography makes the picture an outstanding
one.
67. Les lies Enchantees ; Distributor - Pranco-lmerioan;
Length - !Pwenty minutes; Membership rates.
Animal and marine life of the Pacific islands
are presented realistically in this picture.
68. Les Joies de La Mature: Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $3.00;
Purchase price - Information on request.
69. Letter from Paris : Distributor - International Film
Bureau; Length - 19 minutes; Rental cost - $4«00;
Purchase price - |65.00.
The everyday, modem life of Paris is made real
in this picture. The film was produced in 1946.
70. Life in Paris ; Distributor - Teaching Film Custodians;
Length - Ten minutes.
In this comprehensive view of Paris, virtually
all phases of its life are briefly considered. A
good narrator explains in simple French the significance
of the city's landmarks. Among the many sights shown
r
are the principal buildings of the louvre and the tomh
of Uapoleon.
71. Maroo , Terre de Contrastes ; Distributor - Pranco-
Amerlcan; Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates*
Life In Morocco as affected by the Impact of
European culture Is shown and explained In this film,
The natives In their everyday pursuits receive con-
siderable attention. A text of the French narration
Is supplied with the film, and a study-guide will be
furnished upon request.
72. Monnale de France ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
French coins of today are explained, and their
history Is traced up to the present.
73. Mifttlsse : Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Thirty minutes; Membership rates.
This Is an Introduction to the technique and
work of the artist Miatlsse. The film Includes an
Interview with the artist and slow-motion study of
his drawing and his painting. An English version
Is available and Is Included with the main group of
English-dialogue films. A text of the French version
Is supplied.
c
74. UoTiveatuc Ooinbats de La Marine : Distributor - Pranoo-
Amerloaji; Length - Twenty minutes; MembersMp rates.
In this film is depicted the reoonetraotion of
ports and shipping in France.
75. Palot : Distributor - Franco-American; Length - Twenty
minutes; Membership rates.
A picture of post-war farming in a small village
is presented in this film. Especially noteworthy is
the farmers* co-operative purchase of a tractor.
76. Paris - Pity of Art ; Distributor - Simmel-Meservey;
Length - Eleven minutes; Purchase price for black
and white - $49.00;- for color, |85*00.
The film presents scenes inside the Louvre with
its famous paintings and sculpture. In addition, views
of the Montmartre artists at work, and architecture
such as Sacre-Coeur, Notre Dame, and the Pantheon are
shown.
77. Paris - City of People ; Distributor - Simmel-Meseirey;
Length - Eleven minutes; Purchase price for black and
white - |49.00; for color - |86.00.
This is a story of many Parisian occupations,
professions, and small businesses. The flower mer-
chants, the news vendors and the picture hawker are
shown.

78* Paris the Beautlfal : Distributor - Wholesome Pllm
Service; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $1«60.
This picture-tour of Paris Includes tmlque shots
of the Eiffel Tower, Champs Elysees, Cathedral of
Notre Dame« Old Paris, the Boise, etc.
79 • Paris des Quatre Salsons : Distributor - Pranoo-
Amerlcan; Length - Twenty minutes; Text Is available.
This Is a post-war film dealing with the historic
associations of the city of Paris, and with the modem
symbol of art and elegance that It represents at pres-
ent.
80. Pays du Magnan : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates*
The Industry of sllk-worm production In southern
France Is presented realistically.
81. Peohe en Medlterranee : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
In this picture are shown the various methods
of fishing practiced along the Mediterranean Sea.
Plule sur La Yllle ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The city of Paris Is filmed on a rainy day with
its desolate but beautiful sights.
€c
83. Prof11 Ae La grsnoe ; Dietrlbutor - American Assoolatlon
of Teachers of French; Length - Two reels, twenty mln-
ntes; Purchase price - $65*00
This is a comprehensive picture of French life
in coastal cities and villages from the channel ports
to the Pyrenees. Intimate shots of the shopkeepers,
villagers, and fishezmen are afforded*
84* ^elques Ponts Heeonstruits
,
parmi Tant D'Autres ;
Distributor - Franco-American; Length - Ten minutes;
Membership rates.
Realistic scenes of war destruction of bridges
in France and their post-war reconstruction are pre-
sented in this picture. It was filmed in 1947.
85. Renflouement : Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The pupil is able to see in this picture the
immensity of the Job of refloating ships sunk during
the war. Refloating operations are shown in the
harbor of Marseilles.
86. Rouad : Distributor - Franco-American; Length - Ten
minutes; Membership rates.
This is an account of the life of the Rouad
fishermen. A text of French narration is supplied.

Savolr C'Est PoTivolr : DlstrlTautor - Pranco-Amerlcan;
length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The unlTersal fight against illiteracy is viTidly
covered in this film.
88. Sports d'Hiver ; Distributor - Franco-American; length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
Winter sports in the French Alps are given a
close study in this film. The action is very realistic
and the explanations are simple and clear.
89. Tapisserie d*Auhusson : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty-five minutes; Membership rates.
In this film the modem tapestry-making center
of Auhusson is presented interestingly to the pupil.
90. Un Port de Commerce ; Distributor - International Film
Bureau; Length - Sixteen minutes; Rental cost - $5.00
per day or |7.50 per school week; Purchase price - #67.50.
The modem conception of a port as a center of
industrial and commercial activity is explained in
this film. The harbor of Le Havre is contrasted with
ports on the Cote d'lvoire.
91. Un Grand Potier : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
€
9ft
The dean of Prenoh potters, Augaste Delaherche, is
shown designing and making ornamental pottery in this
film. A text of narration and a study-guide are sup-
plied.
92. Vieilles Places de Paris; Distributor - Pranoo-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
This film records the history of some of the
famous squares of the city of Paris.
93. Voyage dans le Ciel: Distributor - Frenco-Amerio€m;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates.
This picture teaches an elementary lesson of
astronomy.
94. Toyage en Afrique: Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates.
The pupil is taken by this film on another trip
to Equatorial Africa where he obtains a glimpse of
native life and customs.
95. Washington, D.C.: Distributor - Film Classic Exchange;
Length - One reel; Hental cost - $3«00.
In a trip around the city of Washington, the
pupil comes in contact with historic buildings and
monuments of the United States govemment.

English Dialogue or Commentary
!• A Tour of France ; Dlstrl"butor - Wholesome Film Service;
Length - One reel; Rental cost - $1.00.
This film takes the pupil on a complete tour of
France, visiting the famous cities, provinces, and
landmarks of the country.
2» Along the French Riviera : Distributor - Wholesome Film
Service; Length - One reel; Rental cost - |l»60.
In one sweep along the Riviera the camera visits
the three principal centers of the area. The places
visited are Nice, Monte Carlo, and Monaco.
3. Art Survives the Times : Distributor - A.F. Films, Inc.;
Length - Ten minutes; Rental cost - $2.50; Purchase
price - $30»00.
This Is the story of the creative and artistic
life that has come back to France since the end of the
war.
4. Aubusson Tapestries : Distributor - Wholesome Film
Service; Length - Two reels; Rental cost - |3#00.
Jean Lurcat, famous artist, Is seen In this
picture designing an original creation of tapestry
from beginning to end. This action takes place at
Aubusson, which Is one of France's leading tapestiy
(
weaving centers.
5* Battle for France : Dlstrltutor - Wholesome Pllm
Service; length - One reel; Rental cost - tl»50.
This is an authentic film showing the French
armies combatting the invading German amies.
6. Birftseye View of France ; Distrihtitor - Franco-lmericftn;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates.
Through the courtesy of the French National
Railroads, this film offers the student a glimpse
of the French countryside, together with many of
the country's architectural treasures.
7. Brittany : Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The people, their life and occupations are
treated in this visit to Brittany. This film would
be especially useful to classes studying *^a Famille
Gautier".
8. Panada ' s High Spots : Distributor - Wholesome Film
Service; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $1.50.
This is a travelogue covering the principal
points of interest in Canada. The French sections
of the province are paid particular attention.

9» Patulous Marseilles ; Distributor - Franco-American;
length - Ten minntes; Membership rates.
The city of Marseilles is shown in this film
as it appears to the traveler. Its beautiful build-
ings, avenues, people and industries are shown with
about equal emphasis.
10. Farm and City : Distributor - United World Films, Inc.;
Rental cost - ^^6.00.
This is an educational film showing how people
deal with their environment in France. The film shows
people at work on the farm and in the industrial plant.
11. France Rebuilds ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates; Color.
France is shown in this picture struggling to
rebuild her cities, roads, industries and civilian
morale. Special attention is given to the efforts
being made by the government to help small children.
12. French-Canadian Children : Distributor - Wholesome Film
Service; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $1.50.
The home, school, and community life of children
in a French-Canadian family are depicted in this film.
World influences affecting the speech, manners and
customs of these children are pointed out. The com-
mentaiy is part French, but that part is Interpreted.

13« Glimpses of French Oottntry Life : Distributor - ITu-Art
Films, Inc.; Length - Ten minutes; Rental cost - |l»50;
Purchase price - $17* 50.
This Is a film designed to Increase Interest In
Prance. It pays a visit to Interesting villages of
Brittany, Bourhonnals and Uormandy.
14. Hands Are Sure ; Distributor - Quebec Tourist and Pub-
licity Bureau; Length - Thirty minutes; Free on re-
quest.
In this film, the charm of French Canada la pre-
sented through examples of Its handicrafts. Among the
^handicrafts covered are weaving, braiding, embroidering,
quilting and wood-carving.
15. Historic Pitlea : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten mlnutea; Membership plan.
The cities Included In this partial tour of
France are Carcassonne, ITlmes, Aries, and Marseilles.
The historic landmarks of each are shown and explained.
16. Home of the French-Canadians ; Distributor - United
World Films, Inc.; Length - Two reels; Rental cost -
|6«00.
This film takes the pupil through the lowlands
of the saint Lawrence River where people and villages
are subjected alike to the scrutiny of the camera.
(
The quaint customs of the villagers and "backwoodsmen
are explained in relation to the life and religion of
the people*
17. In the Garden of France : Bistritntor - Franco-American;
Length - Thirty minutes; Membership rates.
Along the course of the Loire River, French
chateaux are thrown open to the pupil, allowing a
"brief look inside their walls while providing interest-
ing historical information.
18. Industry for Europe ; Distributor - United World Films,
Inc.; Rental cost - $6»00.
The resumption of industry in Alsace-Lorraine
provides the theme for this film. The people are
shown at work again in this highly industrialised
area.
19. Joan of Arc : Bistri'butor - Film Classic Exchange;
Length - Bight reels; Rental cost - $20.00.
This presentation is highly realistic and pro-
vides remarkable character study of those who sat
in judgment. The film is exceptionally suitable for
classroom presentation in spite of its more than
ordinary length.
r
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20, Journey to Uoimandy : Distributor - Uu-Art Films, Inc.;
length - Eleven minutes; Rental cost - $1«50; Puroliase
i
prioe - #17. 50.
The channel country of France with emphasis on
the city of Le Havre is pictured in this film. The
oountzyside, rivers, streets, buildings, resorts, and
industries of the section are shown*
21. Journey to Provence : Distributor - Simmel-Meservey;
Length * Sleven minutes; Purchase price - $49*00.
In this picture, a glimpse of the Mediterranean
country is given, briefly showing historic ruins, the
architecture and people of Provence; among these are
the famed cowboys of Provence.
22* life of anile Zola ; Distributor - Teaching Film Custod-
ians; length - Thirty-two minutes; Prices will be given
upon application.
This film deals with the high points of Zola's
life and career and in so doing is of great interest
to French classes. It is available only for educational
j
purposes and is subject to long-time lease.
23. Maillol ; Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
The great French sculptor M&illol gives a day

of Ms time to this film. The picture watches him
work for an entire day and records his explanations
In English*
24. Matisse ; Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
(Twenty-five minutes; Membership rates*
This film Is similar to the French version listed
previously. It constitutes an Introduction to the
technique and work of the artist Uatlsse. The film
Includes an Interview with the artist and slow-motion
study of his drawing and painting.
£&• Medieval Architecture : Distributor - United World Films,
Inc*; Length - Two reels; Rental cost - |6*00; Color
film - $9.00.
The development of architectural foim and line,
as Illustrated In the feudal castles of the Loire
Valley Is taught by this film.
86. Old Towns of goimandy ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates.
The pupil gains access to many of the quaint old
villages and towns of ITormandy through viewing this
film. A glimpse of the Inhabitants of these towns Is
also afforded.
(
27 • Oar Louisiana Purohaee: Distributor - Wholesome Film
Service; Lengtli - Two reels; Rental cost - fS.OO.
This film depicts a re-enactment of this historic
event In American history.
28« Paris and Its Environs : Distributor - Wholesome Film
Service; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $1«00.
This picture affords another Interesting tour
of Paris hut adds Interesting views and commentaiy
concerning Its outlying districts.
29 • Paris : Distributor - Franco-American; Length - Thirty
minutes; Membership rates.
This Is another tour of Paris and differs from
others only by the fact that It Is more comprehensive.
The famous landmarks, buildings, streets, and cathedrals
are shown with a brief glimpse of Parisians at work and
at play.
30. Pasteur the Benefactor : Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - Two reels; Rental cost - $9 •00.
This film biography of Pasteur highlights the
man's scientific discoveries but gives many Intimate
details of his life and work.
31 • Reconstruction on the Rains : Distributor - Franco-
Americ€tn; Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
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The effect of American gifts in 1946 Is vividly
shown in this film depicting the first efforts of re-
construction in post-^r France. Very realistic views
of the devastation caused by the war are shown.
SS« Hembrandt: Distributor - Film Classic Exchange; Length -
Two reels; Rental cost - |9«00.
This is an English dialogue edition of the French
film by the same name, showing the life of Rembrandt
and presenting his original paintings.
33« Renaissance Architecture: Distributor - United World
Films, Inc.; Length - Two reels; Rental - $6.00;
Color film - $9.00.
This film concerns the development of the archi-
tectural form and line as illustrated in the notable
Renaissance castles of the Loire Yalley. It is very
similar to the picture **Medieval Architecture", already
presented in this section.
34. Rouergae: Distributor - Franco-American; Length - Fifteen
minutes; Membership rates.
Presented in this picture are Rouergue landscapes,
regional folk dances and shepherds* folk songs. An
additional source of interest are the caverns of this
region where Roquefort cheese is made.
(
35. The French Campaign : Mstritutor - Wholesome Film
Service; length - Two reels; Rental cost - {3.50;
March of Time production.
In this story the French campaign Is seen from
Its Inception to Its close, with the citizens of Paris
hailing the arrival of American troops and the French
leader, De Gaulle.
36. Through Uormandy to St» Michel : Mstrlhutor - Institu-
tional Cinema Service; Length - One reel; Rental cost-
$1^50*
This picture presents an ahsorhlng journey through
the province of ITormandy with special attention on
famous St* Michel.
37. Towns on Normandy Coast : Dlstrlhutor - Franco-American;
Length - Fifteen minutes; Membership rates.
This film Is very similar to others on the same
subject, presenting the historic villages and towns of
the coastal section of Uormandy.
38. ^ Grand Yerrler : Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Twenty minutes; Membership rates.
This is the story of the glass-blower Marlnot
planning and executing his vases. The intricate art
is shown in great detail proceeding from the raw product
to the beautiful vases so renowned in France. Much of

the film has no verbal narration, only an original
musical score.
go Dialogue or Oommentary
1. Ballet of the Paris Opera : Distrihutor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $4.00;
Sound only.
Presented in this film are Serge lifar and the
corps de hallet and orchestra of the Paris Opera. The
pupil sees here the greatest hallet master of Europe
and receives a glimpse of the famous Paris Opera.
2* "Bemadette": Distributor - Film Classic Exchange;
length - ITine reels; Rental cost - $17 .SO; Musical
accompaniment, hut without dialogue; English titles.
In this film is presented the well-known religious
story of Lourdes.
3. Bits of Brittany : Distrihutor - Film Classic Exchange;
Length - One reel; Rental cost - $3.00; Sound only.
The pupil is taken from one interesting point
in Brittany to another, viewing its scenery, its
historic landmarks and its people.
4. Cathedral of Chartres : Distrihutor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $4.00;
Sound only.
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The outstanding cathedral of Prance 1b shown in
great detail in this film, together with glimpses of
the city of Chartres.
6. Citiea of Forth Africa: Distrihutor - Pilm Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $3»00;
Sound only.
A trip through the cities of Forth Africa is
made especially enjoyahle through presentation of
natives who exhibit their queer costumes and rituals
before the camera.
6. East of Paris: Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Ten minutes; Membership rates; Silent.
This is a travelogae that takes in the country
east of Paris from Fancy to Yezelay.
7. French Chateaujc: Distributor - Film Classic Exchange;
Length - One reel; Rental cost - |4,00; Sound only.
Famous French chateaux are presented in this film
and are linked with French history and literature, art
and architecture. Among those presented are Ohinon
where Joan of Arc appeared before Charles, and Sully
sur Loire where Voltaire lived.
8. French Country Life: Distributor - Film Classic Ex-
change; Length - One reel; Rental cost - |3«00; Sound
only.
•
(
An intimate view of rural life in Prance is given
in this piotnre. The real relationship of Frenchmen to
their animals and to their land is clearly shown.
9* Prom LTgemhonrg to Paris ; Distrihutor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates; Silent.
The country lying between Luxembourg and Paris
is beautiful and picturesque; it is vividly shown in
this film.
10. From Pyrenees to Carcassonne : Distributor - Pranco-
Amerioan; Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates;
Silent.
In this film the pupil gets an intimate view
of the country and its inliabitants between the
Pyrenees and Carcassonne.
11. Liberation of Parts : Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Hental cost - $4.00;
Sotind only.
The film includes scenes talcen within Paris
before its fall. It presents the last furious fighting
with the Nazis and was filmed by men connected with
the French Underground.
12. ITormandy : Distributor - Franco-American; Length -
Ten minutes; Membership rates; Silent.
((
This film presents more interesting shots of
ITormandy. Cities included in the film are Lisieiiz,
Bayoux, Montflenr, and Houen*
13# ITorthem granoe : Distributor - Franco-American; Length-
Fifteen minutes; Membership rates; Silent.
(The cities, villages and people of northern
France are actively portrayed in this travel film.
14. Old ITew Orleans ; Distributor - Film Classic Exchange;
length - One reel; Rental cost - |3»00; Sound only.
irew Orleans is a French city in America. This
film points up the French aspects of Uew Orleans in
presenting numerous landmarks connected with its French
origin.
16. Old Quebec : Distributor - Film Classic Exchange;
length - One reel; Rental cost - $3.00; Silent.
Quebec is treated in the same manner as Few
Orleans in the foregoing film. The people, their
speech and customs are studied in relation to the
people, speech, and customs of France.
16. Paris the Magnificent : Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; Length - One reel; Rental cost - $3.00;
Sound only.
Paris as the queen of cities is dramatized in

this film* Its majestic qualities are Mghllghted
with emphasis on architecture, cathedrals, and art.
17. Paris the Beautiful : Distributor - Franco-American;
length - Ten minutes; Membership rates; Silent,
This Is another film lauding the "beauties of
Paris. Like others. It accents the architectural
beauty, the matchless art, and the scenic grandeur
of the city.
18. Stmny South of Prance ; Distributor - Film Classic
Exchange; length - One reel; Rental cost - $3.00;
Silent.
The tropical charm of southern Prance finds ex-
pression In this film, bringing to the pupil many
aspects of the country not commonly emphasized In
geographical pictures.
19. The Basque Country ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Fifteen minutes; Membership rates; Silent.
The land of the Basques In southern France Is
brought to the schoolroom In this picture. The towns,
scenery and people receive about the same amount of
emphasis.
80. The Chateau Country ; Distributor - Franco-American;
Length - Ten minutes; Membership rates; Silent.

The ohateau ootmtiy in the Loire Valley is
depicted in this film. The "beautiful castles of
the area are shown and described, while the peaceful
villages that dot the region give additional color to
the picture.
Lantern Slides
The following lantern slides are arranged according to
distributor and size. The sizes are 3j" and 2" x 2",
Only two distributors are included in this study, in
spite of the fact that others were located and literature
was received from them. These two were found to carry be-
tween them all slides offered by other fims. Moreover,
they are located nearer to the ITew England area than are
other firms, and have cheaper rates. These two organiza-
tions are listed below, together with their lantern slide
rates
•
1. Franco-American Audio-Yisual Distribution Center,
934 Fifth Avenue, ITew York 21, Few York.
All slides at membership rates.
£. Keystone View Company, Meadville, Pennsylvcmia.
Hand colored slides - |l»85
Plain glass slides - $0.70
3/ Cf. ante, p. 71 and 72.
(
Available Lantern Slides
Franco-American Audlo-Ylsual Distribution Center, Inc.
Size 2" X 8"
A. Art and Architecture
1. Bonnard *
Paintings from various French collections.
Thirty slides; Ansco color.
2. Cezanne .
Paintings and watercolors exhibited at the
lildenstein Gallery in April, 1947. Seventy-
six slides; Eodachrome.
3. Chateaux of France .
Thirty-seven slides; blaofe and white.
4. Corot .
Paintings exhibited at the Philadelphia
Musexun of Art, 1946. Fifty slides; Eodachrome.
5. Early Bonanesgue Art in France .
Detailed studies of Romanesque architecture,
sculpture and painting. Thirty-one slides;
black and white.
6. Fontainebleau and Versailles .
Twenty-seven slides; Eodachrome.
7. Jean Fouguet .
Based on reproductions in TLes Fouquets de
Chantilly". Twelve slides; Eodachrome.
8. From Fouguet to Cezanne .
I(
11A
A survey of French painting. Forty slldee;
Zodaohrome.
9* French Bookhlndlngs*
Siarteenth oentury to the present. Thirty-two
slides; Kodachrome.
10. French Painting In the Time of Louis ZIII and louls
Xlt.
Thirty-two slides; Kodachrome.
11. Eighteenth Centuxy French Paintings.
Exhlhlted at the Wlldensteln Gallery ,Fe'bruary,
1948. Twenty-five slides; Kodachrome.
12. French Painting, Nineteenth Century.
David to Cezanne. Lecture In English "by Reglna
Shoolman. Thirty-five slides; Kodachrome.
13. French Painting, The Primitives to 1800.
Lecture In French hy Charles Sterling, curator
of the Louvre. Thirty-two slides; Kodachrome.
14 • French Painting, Twentieth Century.
Lecture In French "by Charles Sterling, curator
of the Louvre. Thirty-two slides; Kodachrome.
15. French Primitive Painting, Part One. (Part I).
Early Influences In French pidmltlve paintings.
Thirty-seven slides; "black and white.
16. French Primitive Painting, Part II.
French painting In the fifteenth oentury.
Thirty-four slides; hlack and white.
17. French Eomanesque Architecture.
Forty-two slides; black and white.

18. Frenoh Tapestries of the Middle Ages ,
Aooompanylng text In English. Thirty slides;
£odachrome.
19. grenoh Tapestries of the 17th and 18th Centuries .
Lecture In French or English. Thirty slides;
Eodachrome.
20. French Tapestries of the Twentieth Century .
Thirty slides; Kodachrome.
21. JTian Grls .
Paintings exhibited at the Buchholz Gallery,
April, 1947. Thirteen slides; Kodachrome.
22. Illxunlnated Manuscripts of Bible Scenes .
Twenty-three slides; Kodachrome.
23. Illuminated Manuscripts .
Miniatures showing game hunted and hunting
techniques In the fourteenth century.
Thirty-two slides; Kodachrome.
24. Illuminated Manuscripts .
Miniatures Illustrating stories from Genesis.
Twenty-eight slides; Kodachrome.
25. Illuminated Manuscripts .
Miniatures Illustrating the stories of Moses,
Gideon and Joshua. Twenty-six slides; Kodachrome.
26. Illuminated Manuscripts .
Miniatures Illustrating the stories of
Samson, Samuel, Saul, and David. Twenty-
eight slides; Kodachrome.
27. Manet.
From the loan collection exhibited at the
Wlldensteln Gallery, 1948. Twenty-five
slides; Kodachrome.
lis
(
JJJl
28 • Matisse .
7rom the loan oolleotlon eacMblted at the
Philadelphia Musexun of Art, April, 1948.
Fifty slides; Kodaohrome.
29 • Mont Saint Miohel *
Thirty slides; Kodaohrome.
30. Morals and Manners of the Eighteenth Centuiy .
Life of the time as seen in contemporary
drawing and prints. Sixty-three slides;
hlack and white.
31. Few Directions in French Painting .
Modem art in Paris, from Cezanne to 1946.
Thirty-four slides; Kodachrome.
32. irineteenth Centuiy French Paintings .
Metropolitan Musexim of Uew York City,
David through Cezanne. Thirty slides;
Kodachrome.
33. Nineteenth and Twentieth Century French Painting .
Corot to Picasso. Twenty-two slides; Kodachrome.
34. Le Paysage dans La Peinttire Franeaise .
Hecording of lecture available. Thirty-three
slides; Kodachrome.
35. Peinture et Litterature au Simple .
French text by Professor Jean Seznec. Forty-
six slides; black and white*
36. Picasso .
A retrospective collection. Twenty-five
slides; Kodachrome.

37« Le Portrait dans La Pelntnre Franoalse .
Lecture in French "by Professor Jean Sezneo
available on record* Twenty-seven slides;
Kodachrome.
38. The Tapestiy of Queen Mathilda .
Views of the eleventh century Bayeux tapestry
depicting the conquest of England "by the
ITonoanB.
39. Versailles Palace .
Interior decoration and furnishings*
slides; Kodachrome.
40. Versailles , the grand Tritmon .
Thirty slides; Kodachrome.
Thirty
Geography of France
1 • Alsace-Lorraine .
Mftde in sumner, 1948. Forty slides; Zodaohrome.
2. Breton Landmarks .
Made in summer, 1948. Forty slides; Kodachrome.
3. Brittany .
Slides and English text. Twenty slides;
Eodachrome.
4. Cote d'Azur .
Most of the views taken in 1947. Commentary "by
Professor Edward J. Hofflnan. Forty slides;
Eodachrome.
5. Massif Central .
Mftde in summer, 1948. Thirty-five slides;
Kodachrome.
(
6. ITormandy , 1948.
Uonnandy ooast and fanalands, Inclxidlng scenes
of war destractlon and reoonstruction. Forty
slides; Eodachrome.
7. Paris.
Slides and text. Sixteen slides; Kodachrome.
8. Paris Excursions I.
Along the Seine, from Uotre Dame to the Eiffel
Tower. Thirty-two slides; Kodachrome.
9. Paris Excursions II .
Down the Champs felysees, from the Arc de
Triomphe to the Tuilleries. Twenty-three
slides; Zodachrome*
10. Paris Excursions III .
From the Opera to the Palace of Versailles.
Twenty-six slides; Kodachrome.
11. Paris Landmarks and Gardens in the Latin Quarter .
Text in English. Thirty slides; Kodachrome.
12. Paris Perspectives .
A guided tour. Accompanying text. Forty-six
slides. Black and white.
13. Southern France .
From Avignon to La ITapoule, via Marseilles.
Thirty-five slides; Kodachrome.
14. The Town of Chauvigny .
Small town life in France. Thirty-five slides;
Kodachrome.
15. Versailles.
The city of Versailles. Twenty-seven slides;
Kodachrome
.

History
!• la Renaissance in France .
Accompanying text in French* Thirty slides}
"black and white.
8. The Revolution of 1848 .
Illustrated hy documents from the Bibliothecpie
Rationale and cartoons of the period. Thirty
slides; hlack and white.
3. Le Siecle de Louis XI
Y
.
Photographs and accompanying text in French.
Forty slides; hlack and white.
4. le Siecle des Philosophes . Le Dix-5uitieme .
Photographs and accompanying text in French.
Forty slides; black and white.
Literature
1. Oontemporary Authors .
Informal photographs of the best known French
writers of the century. Forty slides; Zoda-
chrome
.
2. Balzac .
Three series, ninety slides; black and white.
Size X 4"
Art and Architecture
1« Brocades et Dentelles Franeaises .
nineteen slides; black and white.

3.
4.
5.
6*
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Cathedrals of Pranoe .
Forty slides; black and white.
Chateaux of Praaoe .
Thirty-nine slides; hlack and white.
Contemporary ?reneh ScTuLptxire .
Twenty slides; hlack and white.
Barly Romanesgue Art in France .
Detailed studies of Romanesque architecture,
sculpture and painting. Thirty-one slides;
hlack and white.
French Tapestries of the Middle Ages.
Twenty-five slides; Kodachrome.
Gauguin .
Sixteen slides; color,
la Malmaison .
Fifteen slides; hlack and white.
La Peinture Franoalse du Z7II at ZVIII® Sieclea .
Forty-eight slides; hlack and white.
La Peinture Francaise de La I^^^ Moitie du XU^
"gr^cle .
Twenty-seven slides- hlack and white.
Porcelaines de Sevres , Anciennes et Modemes .
Twenty slides; hlack and white.
Renaissance Architecture and Furaishings .
Thirty-two slides; hlack and white.

13. la Soulptnre yrancalee du XVIII ® et TJX^ Slecles ,
Twenty-seven Blldes; black and white.
14. Style Empire , Arohltectnre et Mobiller »
Twenty-eeven slides; black and white,
15. Style Louis XV , Architecture et Moblller .
Twenty slides; black and white*
16. Style Louis XVI, Architecture et Mobilier .
Twenty-five slides; black and white.
17. Versailles and Fontainebleau .
Architecture; Thirty slides; black and white.
18. Vitraux de Chantilly .
Sixteenth century stained glass windows.
Nineteen slides; black and white.
Geography
1» The French Alps .
Eighteen slides; black and white.
2. The Mediterranean .
Twenty-one slides; black and white.
3. Mont Saint-Michel .
Twenty-one slides; black and white.
4» Paris .
Thirty-two slides; color.
5. The Pyrenees .
6. Valley of the Loire.
Cities and chateaaix. Thirty-two slides; color.

C. History
!• CoIffares et Costnmes, Moyen Age a 1875 .
Twenty-eight slides; black and white.
2* I'O^is XV and His Time .
Twenty-five slides; "black and white.
3. HQ-gen Before and After World War Two .
Thirty slides; hlack and white.
Keystone View Company
Single Slides Size 2^" x 4"
1» A Touraine Old-World Courtyard in the Village of
Vouvray, Prance.
2* Among Qaaint Memorials of Bead and Grone Kings,
Saint Denis Church, Prance.
3. Among the Spacious and Luxuriant Gardens of Mentone,
in Southern Prance.
4. Birdseye View of Paris and the Seine River.
5. Chateau-Thierry, Prance, Today - Looking South from
the Ramparts of the Chateau.
6. Chartres and Its Glorious Cathedral. Prom the
Bank of the Bure, Prance.
7. Clemenceau, Wilson and Lloyd George Leaving Palace
of Versailles after Signing Peace Treaty.
8. Deauville, Prance - The Plage and Bathing Beach.
9. Pamous "Lines of Camac", Aisles of Stone Made by
Pre-historic Men.
10. Galerie des Glaces, Showing Table Where Peace
Treaty Was Signed in World War One.

11 GorgeoTiB Reception Room of Catherine de Mediol in
the Royal Palace of Fontalnehleau, Prance
•
12« Grosslp beside the River Oust.
13. In the Pamous Wine Cellars of Reims, Prance.
14« Interior of the Chamber of Deputies Where French
Legislators Meet, Paris, Prance.
16. Looking East from Saint Quentln to the Battlefields
of 1870, over Metz, Prance.
16. Monte Carlo on the French Riviere, the World's
Most Famous Gambling Resort.
17. Monument to First American Soldiers Landing In
Prance, Saint Hazalre.
18* Old Bridge at Avignon, France.
19* Palace of the Louvre, Hall of the Caiyatldes. Paris.
20. Palace of Justice, Lyon, Prance.
21. Rebuilt Verdun and the Meuse River, Prance.
25. Restored Cathedral of Reims, France.
23. Rouen, Prance, from Across the River Seine.
24. Statue of Gutenberg, Gutenberg Platz, Strasbourg,
France.
26. The Arch of Triumph and the Place de I'Btolle,
Paris.
26* The Beautiful Jardln de la Fontaine, ITlmes, Prance.
27. The Casino and the Grand Plage, Biarritz, Prance.
28. The Cathedral of ^otre Dame.
29. The Cathedral of Hotre Dame Showing Plying
Buttresses, Paris.
30. The Cathedral Spires from the Heart of Old Rouen,
Prance
o

31. The Cliuroh of the Sacr^-Coeur, Montmartre, Paris.
3S. The Classic Madeleine, One of the Most Famous and
Frequented Churches in Paris*
33. The Eiffel Tower and Champs de Mars from the
Trocadero Palace, Paris,
34. The Facade of the CathedrsuL of Orleans, France.
35. The Famous Luxembourg Gardens, Paris.
36. "The Last Days of Hapoleon" - Sculpture in the
Palace of Versailles, France.
37. The Lieutenant Quentin Roosevelt Memorial Fountain,
Chamery, France.
38. The Loveliness of a Breton Village.
39. The Mftison Carree, One of the Finest Roman Temples
Extant, Uimes, France.
40. The Mill, Farm of Marie Antoinette, Versailles,
France.
41. The Procession of a Breton Festival, France.
42. The Transporter Bridge and Entrance to Old Harhor,
Marseilles, France.
43. The Wall-girt Island of Mont Saint-Michel with Its
Famous Abhey, France.
44. The War Memorial €ttid Shore Walk at Biarritz, France.
46. The World *s Most Beautiful Temple of Music - the
Opera of Paris.
46. Where France and Switzerland Meet - Mont Blanc and
the Village of Chamonix, France.
{
Available Film Strips
Art Education, Inc.
A* Painting (Two Ijy two inch color slides; fifty cents)
!• Cezanne - The Blue Vase
2« Cezanne - Still Life I
3. Cezanne - Still life II
4. Corot - Tiew Fear Yolterra
5. Corot - Agostina
6. Corot - Gk)at Herd
?• Delacroix - Lion Hunt
8. Delacroix - Massacre of Scio
9. Gros - Bonaparte at the Battle of Areola
10. Gue'rin - Castle of Azay
11. Gnerin - Castle of Amboise
12. Gnerin - Castle of Langeais
13. Guerin - Castle of Luynes
14. Guerin - Church of San Sehastlano, Venice
16. Ifenet - The Cafe
17. Manet - Old Musician
18. Matisse - Coffee
B. Sculpture (Black and white)
1. Gothic - Saint Denis
2. Gothic - Zing Clovis

3. Houdon -
4. Rodin -
5. Rodin -
George Washington
Victor Hugo
The Thinker
Franoo-'Ainerioan Audio-Visual Distribution Center, Ino«
Information pertinent to the following granco-Amerioan
filmstrips *— Unless otherwise indicated, the following
filmstrips are all black and white, and about thirty frames
in length. The French text appears on the slide films. All
of the films were prepared in France, but have been checked
by the distributor and found suitable for secondary-school
classes in the TMited States.
I* Art and Architecture
A. Architecture des Provinces
1. Alsace - Paintings
2* Auvergae-Velay - Paintings
3. Bourgogne I - Paintings
4. Bourgogne II - Paintings
6. Uormandie - Paintings
B. Cathedral of Chartres
1. Interieur
2. La facade occidentale
3. La facade meridionale

4« La facade septentrional
e
5« Yue d' ensemble
C* Uotre-Dame de Paris
!• AroMteoture - lea facades
Z» Arohlteoture - inter!exirs
3. Film d'ensemlDle
4. Les sculptures
D. Versailles
1. Les facades
S* Les int^rieurs
3* Les jardins
II. Geography of Prance
A* General Subjects
1. L 'Auvergne
L'Ouest
3. La Bretagne
4. La Corse
5. La Picardie
6* La Plaine du Uord
7. La Provence
8. La Riye Droite de Pari
9. La Hive Gauche
10. La Vallee du Rhone
11. La Yallee de La Saone

12 • Ti a Ju "ra.
13 • Lftn^uodoo
14. Tift 'Ma'Pft'lA fit Lft Vlaux PftTla
15. Las Al'Dfts An TTOTd.
16. lifts ATDftS dn Snd
17. Tifta TiftridaB at Ta. Coiie d'ATcant
18. L©B Pavs da La Loirs
19. Los Pays do La Gte-ronn©
20. Les Plateaux du Limousin et des Causses
21. Les Pyrenees
22. Les Vosges
B . Blvers
1. La Garonne
2. La Loire
3. La Seine
4. Le Rhln - La Meuse - L'Bsoaut
5. Le Bhone
6. Les Tleuves Cotlers
C. Mountains
1. Le Jura
2. Le Massif Central
3. Les Alpes
4. Les Pyrenees
5. Les Vosges
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D. Reglona
!• L'Auvergne - Le pays et ses reesources
L'Auvergne - Vllles et monuments
3. L'Auvergne - Montanents, folklore
A. La Bourgogne - Yilles et montunents
5. La Bretagne - Le pays et ses ressouroes
6« La Bretagne - Un pen d*Mstoire
7. La Provenoe - Le pays et ses ressources
Q* La Provence - Hlstoire et monuments
9. La Provence - Costumes, folklore
10. La Region Parlsienne
11. Le Midi Me'^diterran^en - La Provence
12. Le Midi M^diteraneen - Languedoo
13» Les Pays de L'Bst - Lorraine et Champagne
14» Les Pays du ITord - Paysages, vie rurale
15. Les Pays du Nord - Vie industrielle
III. History and Economics
1. Histoire du Petrple Pranoais - les origines
2. La Gruerre de Cent Ans
3. La Soci^t^ au Moyen Age
4. La Politique Buropee'nne
5. La Revolution et L 'Empire
6. La Revolution Francaise
?• Vieilles Coutumes

Society for Visual Ednoatlon, Inc.
Information pertinent to the following ten fllmBtrlps .
—
The ten fllmstrlps listed In this section compose a -unified
series of grammar and vocahulary learning materials for
French, These are single frame, non-lnflammahle films.
The purchase price Is $3.00 per single fllmstrlp or $27.50
for the set of ten. Uo manual Is provided.
1. Aids to Pronunciation: Telling Time: The Weather.
2. Differences In the Uses of French and English
Prepositions.
3. Gender Agreement of Adjectives.
4. Uegatlves.
5. The Partitive.
6. Question Forms: The correct use of "c'est" and
"11 est".
7. Vocahulary Builder: The House f"La Malson")
8. Vocabulary Builder: Parts of the Body
9. Vocabulary Builder: Clothing and Pood.
10. Vocahulary Builder: "Le Jardln Potager".

HeoordlngB
Recordings snitable for secondary-school French classes
were found to he quite scarce. For the most part, those
that are available belong to commercial language courses
and consist of lessons designed to give a speaking knowledge
of French. These various courses are highly recommended hy
their distributors for instruction at the high school level,
however, and due to this fact have been included in the
study. It is explained that such recordings are extremely
valuable in teaching the fundamentals of pronunciation,
comprehension and grammar to secondaiy-school students.
Altogether, inquiries concerning recordings were sent
to twelve companies and to nine university audio-visual de-
partments. These sources were secured from the literature,
and were misleading in several cases, since some of the
firms and departments had ceased supplying French records
some years ago. Replies were received from all except two
of the sources, but only seven could famish any secondaiy-
school materials at all.
The Massachusetts State Department of Education was
visited and was found to have a few recordings intended for
secondary-school French. These were prepared by the De-
partment, and it was explained that more would be made if
requests were made by French teachers in the state.

The rooordings fotmd to be available by this study are
listed below, arranged acoording to dlstrlbTitor.
Available Recordings
A. French Stimmer School: Middlebnry, Vermont.
grench Pronunciation Course . This course con-
sists of five double-face ten-inch records covering
all phases of pronunciation. The series may be pur-
chased for |5.00, and individual records for $1.00 each.
B. Funk and Wagnalls: 153 East Twenty-fourth Street, Hew
York 10, New York.
Complete French Course . Composed of thirty-six
lessons contained in eighteen double-face records, this
course seeks to present all phases of the French course.
Two conversational manuals that synchronize with the
records and a complete textbook broaden the scope of
the course and make for accomplishment of more skills
than one. Complete with the above elements and a bl-
lingaal dictionary, the course may be purchased for
|51«50.
C. Gregg Publishing Company: 2500 Prairie Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois.
Flndley-Gregg Course . The six double-face twelve-
inch records composing this course are Intended to
teach the essentials of French pronunciation and grammar.

The course is priced at J12.00, and a complete trans-
cript may "be purcliased for an additional seyenty-five
cents.
Lingaaphone Institute: 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Badio City,
New York 20, Hew York.
Lingaaphone Course . This course consists of
sixteen double-face twelve-inch records that present
a total of thirty-two electrically transcribed lessons.
Two of these are lessons in phonetics and the remaining
thirty are conversational. Including textbooks covering
the entire course, the recordings may be purchased for
|50.00.
E. The Cortina Academy: 105 West Fortieth Street, Few York,
Hew York.
Cortina Language Course . Composed of fifteen
double-faced twelve-inch discs, this course is prin-
cipally conversational. It does deal in a limited way
with French grammar, however, being provided with a
complete textbook of 450 pages for individual study.
Complete with a 2S0-page conversation handbook, a bi-
lingual dictionary and expert consultation seirice for
one year, the course is listed for |50.00. Terms can
be arranged.
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p. Massaohxisetts State Department of Education: 200 Newbury
!
Street, Boston, Massachusetts. (The following English
language records are available to Massachusetts schools
at a rental of fifty cents per week).
1. Chopin - Music (Jalleiy Series
2. Count of Monte Crlsto
3. Crusade for Pure Milk - Pasteur
4. Les Miserables
5. Parisian France
6. Rural Prance
7. Wo Hail from Prance.
Or. Radio Division of America, RCA. Victor Division: Camden,
Hew Jersey.
Prenoh by Sound. Intended to supplement class-
room instruction, this course takes in oral, aural,
and written phases of the secondary-school Prench course.
Consisting of twenty lessons on ten double-faced, ten-
inch records, it emphasizes the spoken word, but does
not neglect other important elements. Prices will be
furnished upon request.
Wholesome Pllm Service: Melrose Street, Boston, Massa-
chusetts • (The following two records are double-faced,
twelve-inch records, priced at !|5«00 for the two).
1. Les Miserables - Parts One and Two.
2. Les Miserables - Parts Three and Pour.

Further souroes of recordings.— It is important to
cite an additional sonroe of recordings which the limita-
tions of time and space preclude detailing in this study.
Most state universities broadcast French programs from time
to time and make recordings of the "broadcasts. For instance,
the Extension Division of the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, Wisconsin, "broadcasts on alternate Fridays. The
transcriptions with full scripts are availa"ble upon re-
quest.
Radio Programs
Hadio programs useful to seoondaiy-school French
instruction are virtually non-existent in the Hew England
area. Inquiries sent to radio stations in this region as
well as to national systems which serve Hew England revealed
that little or nothing is being done to provide meaningful
experiences for French students through the medium of radio.
This is not to say, of course, that programs in French are
not heard in Hew England; on the contrary, many such pro-
grams are heard,but their quantity does not guarantee in
any wise their quality. What is meant is that planned
programs, appropriate to the needs of secondary-school
French students are nowhere evident. Howhere are the
infinite possibilities of this type of broadcasting being
exploited in ITew England.

The French broadcasts oommon In Hew England emanate
1
from French-speaking localities such as Salem, Massachusetts;
I
Manchester, Uew Hampshire; or Montreal, Canada. Without ex-
ception, these broadcasts are spoken in the type of Canadian
i
French language oommon to the northeastern United States
which is unquestionably different from the French taught in
I
American schools. Moreover, these broadcasts are intended
for adult or native consumption, and not for students en-
gaged in the process of learning the fundamentals of French*
Short-wave French programs in this area as elsewhere,
are notoriously unreliable from the standpoint of mechanical
efficiency and, consequently, can be considered as having
little to offer the seoondaiy-school French program. In
' addition to the mechanical unreliability of short-wave,
j
the programs are seldom adapted to the level of growth of
American French pupils.
In this study it was hoped that the national radio
chains might have the answer to this dearth of French edu-
jj
cational programs. Accordingly, pertinent inquiries were
|:
directed to (1) the National Broadcasting Company; (2)
jl the Mutual Broadcasting Company; (3) the Columbia Broad-
I;
casting System; and (4) the American Broadcasting Company.
I
These companies were asked to summarize those current or
future programs that possessed educational significsmce
for secondary-school French students. All of the group

replied that no programs of possible use In the teaching
of French were contemplated.
It Is Interesting to note that some sections of the
United States have made measurable progress in using the
radio as an auditory aid in the teaching of French in the
secondary school. Station WOSU, operated by the Department
of RomEtnoe Languages at Ohio State University in Columbus,
Ohio, broadcasts a half-hour program each school day for
high-school French classes. Meiden reports outstanding
success for this series of programs. Information received
by the writer from the University of Wisconsin and from the
Department of Foreign Languages of the City of Hew York in-
dicated that such broadcasts are taking place regularly in
these widely separated places. Actually, educational broad-
easts for French were began in Uew York City as far back
as 1940."" It is reasonable, therefore, to conjecture that
others are In progress in other universities and school
systems.
4/ Walter Meiden, "The Use of Recordings in the Radio
Ilanguage Course," Modem Language Journal, XZZIII (Ap
1949), pp. 315-518:
6/
5/ Theodore Huebner, "School Radio Broadcasts," Modem
language Journal
.
ZZIV (May, 1940), pp. 573-575.

/ISfitps
The sources of maps looated and classified by this
study are listed helow, arranged according to distributor.
I. American Association of Teachers of French: national
Information Bureau; Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, Uew York.
A. Notebook size maps (French text; ^0.02 each)
1. Agriculture
2. Anclennes Provinces
3. Cartes Muettes
4. Chemlns de Fer
5. Departments
6* France
7. Industries
8. La Langae Francalse
B. Folding maps (May be folded for display; thirty by
thirty-five Inches)
1* Batallle de IS'ormandle - $0*50
2* Batallle de Provence - |0.60
3» Carte Cycllste - |0»80
4. Grandes Routes - #0o80
II. Banks TJpshaw and Company; Dallas, Texas
1. Mural map of France - fifty-one by thirty-nine
Inches; paper map - |3«00; cloth map - $7.60.

III. Denoyer-Geppert Company: 5235-59 llavenswood Averme,
Chicago, Illinois.
1. Map of Prance; fifty-two by forty-four Inches;
priced from $8.75 to |12.S5 depending upon the
mounting desired.
2. Prance, Political; forty-four by forty Inches;
$8.00 to $10.75.
3. Prance, Physical; forty-four by forty Inches; |8.00
to 110.75.
4» I 'Empire de Charlemagne; fifty by forty Inches;
$8.75 to $12.75.
5. La Formation Terrltorlale de la Prance; fifty by
forty Inches; $8.76 to $12.75.
6. La Prance en 1789; fifty by forty Inches; $8.75 to
$12.75.
7. Le Monde Remain; fifty by forty Inches; $8.75 to
$12.75.
8. Map of Prance, Political; eighty-two by eighty
Inches; $21.00 to $32o00.
9. Map of Prance, Departments; fifty by forty Inches;
$8.75 to $18.75.
10. Map of Prance, Provinces; fifty by forty Inches;
$8.75 to $12. 75.
11. Map of Prance. Administrative; thirty-one by twenty-
nine Inches; $4.50 to $7.00.
12. Map of Prance, Agricultural; Industrial, and
Commercial; fifty by forty Inches; $8.75 to $12.75.
IV. Band McUally and Company; 111 Eighth Avenue, Uew York
City, New York.
1. Prance, Belgique et Pays Bas; forty-six by sixty-
six Inches; $10.85 to $14.00 according to mounting.
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Pictures
Availability.— Investigations made by this study
revealed that appropriate pictures for the French course
can be purchased readily and economically from several
different companies. These companies are listed below with
a description of their available pictures.
A* Artext Prints, Inc»: Westport, Connecticut.
1* Imported post cards - four by six inches; full color;
twelve cents each.
2. Reproductions of paintings - three by four inches;
full color; two cents each.
5* Reproductions of paintings - eight by ten inches;
full color; fifty cents each.
4. Color reproductions - sizes from six by eight
inches to ten by twelve inches; $0.Z5 to $1.00.
B. Art-Education Inc., Brown-Robertson Company: 6 East
Thirty-fourth Street, ITew York 16, Uew York.
1. Miniatures of famous paintings - three and one-half
inches by four and one-half; color prints - two
cents each; text - three cents each.
2. Museum color prints - eight by ten inches; full
color; fifty cents each; text - three cents each.
3. Historic design - four by six inches; full color;
five cents each; text - three cents each.
C. Franco-American Audio-Visual Distribution Center, Inc.,
934 Fifth Avenue, Uew York 21, Hew York.
1. Photographic lessons on French art - sizes from
twelve by fifteen Inches to eighteen by twenty-five
Inches; laminated or mounted under plastic; member-
ship rates.

PhotograpMo lessons on Prenoh aroMteotare -
description identical with that of item one.
3. Photographic lessons on French industry -
description identical with that of item one.
D* Perry Pictures Company: Box 400, Maiden, Mbssachtieetts.
1» Pictures of France and French art - three by three
and one-half inches; hlack and white; two cents each
for sixty pictures or more.
2. Pictures of France and French art - five and one-half
by eight inches; black and white; two cents each
for thirty pictures or more.
University Prints: 11 Boyd Street, Hewton, Massachusetts.
1. Reproductions of works of art - five and one-half
by eight inches; black and white; two cents each.
8. Seproductions of works of art - five and one-half
by eight inches; full color; four cents each.
Newspapers and Magazines
The following newspapers and magazines were found
available for use in the secondary-school French course.
1. Franoe-Amerique , 535 Fifth Avenue, Few York 17,
Hew YotF^
Weekly; fifteen cents per copy; $6«00 per year;
special bulk rates.
2» La Presse
. 7 I?ue-Saint- Jacques, Guest, Montreal.
Well-known Canadian daily; Special Saturday
edition with rotogravure.
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3« La Tie, Banks Upshaw and Company, 707 Browder Street,
Dallas, Texas.
Sixteen issues per year; |2»00; special bulk rates.
4, le Clalron, Saint H^clnthe, Quebec, Canada.
Weekly publication; $3.50 per year.
Le Digests Pranoals, Montreal.
Monthly publication; news and articles from Prance,
$3.00 yearly.
6. Le Petit Journal, The Odyssey Press, 386 Fourth
Avenue, Uew York City, Uew York.
Sixteen Issues per year; $1.60 per year; special
bulk rates.
7. Le Becuell, P.O. Box 100, Station B. Quebec. Canada.
French "Header's Digest"; articles from United
States and Canada.
8. Le Travallleur, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Weekly publication; $2.50 per year.
•

CHAPTER IV
SUMBMY AITD COWCLUSIOUS
Gradated reading materials .— The findings of this
study bear out completely the statement made at the outset
that French gradated reading materials are In short supply.
Of thirty-five publishing firms queried, only seven claimed
to have gradated readers, and of this group, all hut two
were eliminated from this study. Moreover, of the two pub-
lishers whose texts showed some degree of gradation, one
finn, the D.C. Heath Company published ninety per cent of
the readers located. About half of these were part of a
single series - the "Bond Series'*.
A conclusion that can safely be drawn from the findings
of this study is that while the supply of gradated French
readers available today is sorely limited, little improve-
ment can be expected tomorrow. Every publisher queried was
asked if any such materials were contemplated for publication
in the near future, and only one, the D.C. Heath Company,
explained that a single book was in preparation. This is
the seventeenth book in the "Bond Series".
It is significant that only thirty-four texts were
found in this study to show any measure of gradation at all.
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In these thirty-four texts, the qtiallty of gradation varied
greatly, but In no case approached the standards set up for
1/
gradated materials In Chapter Two. If the editors* and
publishers* statements are a true Indication of how ex-
tensively and competently the various books are gradated,
then, much remains to be desired.
The principal deficiencies In the gradation of these
books, as revealed by the explanatory remarks of publishers
and editors, appeared to be: (1) an inordinate emphasis on
the frequency count of vocabulary with a corresponding lack
of emphasis on its psychological introduction; (2) a con- I
spicuous Inattention to the gradation of grammatical prin-
ciples; (3) an Inconsistent treatment of the repetition of
vocabulary; (4) a tendency to stress translation as a means
'
of reading; (5) an over-abundance of environmental words; ,
and (6) the failure to summarize carefully the "gradation
|
statistics" of the books. This last deficiency is deserving
of special mention, for the failure of editors and publishers
to give adequate and orderly information concerning the
various aspects of a book's gradation presents much diffi-
culty and confusion. The writer spent much time and effort
tracking down items that would have been immediately avail-
able in a more thorough presentation. It is only logical to
l/ Of. ante, p. 9.

oonclude that other Interested teachers might experience the
same difficulty.
Some of the texts, the "Bond Series'* in particular,
showed a more advanced degree of gradation than others, aad
conseqxiently, can he considered as gradated readers. They
follow the same pattern of gradation from hook to hook, with
CTunulative learnings carefully noted for the henefit of the
teacher and the pupil.
Audio-visual material
s
»
— Perhaps the most potent
conclusion evidenced hy this study with respect to audio-
visual aids is that the sources of such materials for the
secondary-school French course are too difficult to locate,
and the materials themselves, insufficiently descrihed, when
found. Publications such as the "Educational Film Guide"
,
though admittedly useful, are far from complete, and in too
many instances, neglect essential data concerning the audi-
tory or visual materials included. With particular refer-
ence to the above-mentioned volume, it is enlightening to
point out that more than half of the references secured there
required additional information from the distributor.
The type of information sent out by distributors in
2.1 Educational Pilm Guide (New York: H.W. Wilson Company).

regard to their audio-visual aids does not make for easy
selection "by the teacher. In this study, inquiries were
sent to seventy-five distrihutors concerning items they
were known to stock, and in over two-thirds of the number,
it was necessary to write again for information that had
been specifically requested in the first place. Typical
of the kinds of data usually omitted hy the distributor of
audio-visual materials for French classes are: (1) descrip-
tion of content; (8) a statement as to whether French or
English dialogue is employed; and (3) the approximate diffi-
culty of the materials.
Materials reported in the study .— One hundred fifty-
three films are reported in this study as suitable for French
Instruction at the secondary-school level. Of this number,
ninety-five are French language films; thirty-eight are
English language films; and twenty are either silent or
have sound accompaniment only. They are built around many
different subjects that unquestionably can be used to ad-
vantage in the French class. Travel films predominate, but
subjects such as art, architecture, industry, and agriculture
assure that a well-rounded program can be offered the pupil.
One hundred thirty-four lantern slides and one hundred
five filmstrips are presented in this study. As was the
case with films, a wide variety of subjects, travel pre-
dominating, is covered in these materials.

The majority of recordings available to secondary-
Bohool Prenoh instruction appears as French pronunciation
and conversation oonrses. These present intensive drills
in prontmciation , comhined with conversation and gramnar
exercises. They are intended to supplement regular class
work with exercises spoken by experts in the language. Six
such courses are presented in this study. Besides this
type of recording, nine recordings dealing with famous
French literary subjects, spoken in English, are presented.
Ho radio programs, planned for use in secondary-school
French classes, were found to be operating in the Hew England
area. Likewise, the national radio chains reported that no
educational programs for French were being presented at the
present time, and that none was contemplated for the future.
The remaining audio-visual materials taken up in this
study - maps, pictures and newspapers - are obtainable from
many sources and appear to be in abundant supply.
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